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ABSTRACT
A Study of a Parent/Teacher Conference In-Service Training
Curriculum to Improve the Effectiveness of
Communication for Teachers
(May 1983)
Roger Witherspoon
B.A., North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
M.S.W., Adelphi University
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Bailey Jackson

This study was designed to evaluate the effect of a teacher train¬
ing program which focused on developing specific communication skills
to improve teacher performance in parent/teacher conferences.

Teachers

took part in training sessions devoted to enhancing the communication
skills of attending, listening, initiating, and responding.

The train¬

ing consisted of ten two-hour sessions in which twenty pre-school
teachers and their students' parents participated.
In order to determine the effectiveness of these sessions, teacher
conferencing behaviors were assessed before and after training.

The

researcher prepared a questionnaire to administer to parents after they
completed a teacher conference.

This questionnaire was administered

under identical conditions to forty parents.

Half the parents assessed

the teachers' pre-training skills, and half assessed the teachers' post¬
training skills.
vi

Upon examination, there was a statistically significant difference
in parents' reports of teachers' effectiveness using communication
skills while conducting conferences.

Teachers who had undergone train¬

ing in the four communication skills were perceived to be more effec¬
tive in the areas to which the sessions were devoted:
listening; initiating; responding.

attending;

They improved in their ability to

use such skills as eye contact, understanding parent concerns, setting
up a good conferencing environment, listening and summarizing the con¬
ference to plan the child's future educational program.

In sum, there

is sufficient significant evidence to indicate that in-service train¬
ing can improve parent/teacher conferences as evaluated by parents.
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CHAPTER

I

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM AND
FOCUS OF THE STUDY

Introduction

This study is designed to explore methods for training teachers in
specific communication skills in order to enable them to conduct better
conferences with parents.

An extensive review of the professional

literature regarding the importance of parent-teacher cooperation demon¬
strates the overwhelming need for training teachers to conduct more
effective conferences of this sort.

A review of standard teacher educa¬

tion programs indicates that no such training is required of teachers
at the pre-service and in-service level.

This is the case despite the

evidence indicating that this training can have a positive impact on
the teacher's ability to conduct conferences with parents.
In light of the evidence supporting the importance of training
teachers in conferencing skills, this study will be directed at defend¬
ing the following hypothesis:
In-service teacher-training programs that are directed at
developing the four communication skills of listining,
responding, attending, and initiating in the teacher parti¬
cipants can have a positive and significant affect on the
quality of parent/teacher conferences, as perceived by the
parents themselves.
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of a
curriculum in communication skills for teachers.

The specific goal in

developing these skills is to aid teachers in improving the quality of
the conferences they conduct with parents in schools.
The communication skills development package that will be evaluated
here is a program that was designed by Far West Laboratories.

The cur¬

riculum focuses heavily on improving four basic communication skills
essential to assuring the efficacy of communication between parent and
teacher:

listening; attending; responding; initiating.

These terms

are specifically defined later in this chapter.

Statement of the Problem

The central problem addressed in this study is that teachers lack
specific training in communication skills that are necessary in order
to facilitate effective parent/teacher conferences.

Conferencing

requires a conversation between involved parties which has as its goal
the exchange of information between them.

Often, this goal is not

accomplished because of poor communication skills.

It follows, then,

that teachers who improve their communication skills could improve the
quality of the conferences that they conduct with parents.
Parent/teacher conferences can be initiated by either the school,
the teacher, or the parent.

The school might schedule the conferences

as part of an open house event where parents of all students are invited
to visit the school and meet individually and collectively with the
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teachers.

The teacher might individually request a meeting with a

parent in order to address specific needs of a particular student, or
the parent might arrange the meeting because of a specific concern about
his or her child's education or socialization.

However, no matter who

initiates the meeting, the experience is described throughout the
literature as an occasion that makes both parent and child uncomfort¬
able.
Carberry (1975) states that, while parent/teacher conferences are
extremely important for the effective education of the child, ordi¬
narily, neither parents nor teachers look forward to them.

Although

they have the potential for initiating further communication about the
child, these conferences often have the opposite effect.
A teacher who is not specifically trained to manage a conference
with a parent can experience unpleasant meetings which make that teacher
unwilling to initiate contact with parents unless and until such contact
becomes unavoidable.

By contrast, a teacher who is specifically trained

to communicate effectively with parents might be more willing to ini¬
tiate and conduct such conferences on a regular or as-needed basis,
rather than in response to a crisis, or district mandate.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of teachers do not enjoy the bene¬
fits of such training.

This is primarily because training in conduct¬

ing parent/teacher conferences is not required in teacher education at
the in-service or pre-service level (Croft, 1979).

Such training is

not incorporated into teacher education programs despite the fact that
the overwhelming majority of the literature on the subject indicates
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that the quality of parent-teacher interaction is heavily dependent on
the teacher's skills (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Casavis, 1970; Croft,
1979).
According to Croft (1979), the teacher sets the tone for this con¬
ference.

A teacher who is not trained to direct the conference in a

professional and effective manner can unwittingly jeopardize achieving
the prime goal of the meeting, which is to communicate with the parents
about a particular child.
At present, teachers by and large commonly prepare for meetings
with parents by engaging in such tangible activities as cleaning the
classroom and decorating the walls.

While parents may expect that

classrooms ought to look stimulating and orderly, the teacher who
attends merely to the physical presentation of the room is only prepar¬
ing for the parent's first impression.

Once the initial impression

has been made by the classroom environment, there is no systematic
approach used by the teacher to assure that viable communication will
take place.
This lack of planning for the effective give and take of informa¬
tion about the child can make such meetings frustrating and timeconsuming encounters that confirm the worst feelings that each party
has about the other.

If the teacher and the parent depart from a con¬

ference after having achieved no significant communication regarding
the needs of the child in school or at home, then the needs of the
child cannot be adequately met; the purpose of the meeting was for the
parent and teacher to arrive at viable ways to enhance the child's
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education and socialization and this has not occurred.
Teachers who are trained to communicate effectively with parents
are not called upon to use these skills only in instances where a child
is having a severe problem in the classroom.

Face-to-face parent/

teacher conferences are on the increase as a result of the prevailing
attitudes in education that stress the importance of positive interac¬
tion between parent and teacher (Casavis, 1970).

Casavis goes on to

indicate that a teacher who is deficient in communication skills is
unable to articulate his or her concerns about the child.

In turn,

such a teacher is ill-equipped to help the parent express his or her
own interests and concerns so as to facilitate mutual understanding for
the sake of the child.
"Parent/teacher conferences need to be more fruitful for all
parties than the meetings that currently seem to prevail" (Exceptional
Parent Magazine, August, 1979).

The point made in this commentary is

that, at present, parents and teachers tend to meet with the expecta¬
tion that merely being together in the same room will somehow stimulate
both parties to communicate more effectively.

This is simply not the

case.
The result of such misconceptions is that teachers find themselves
participating in parent/teacher conferences without the benefit of
specific training as to how to conduct such meetings.

The paucity of

in-service training programs, and the concomitant lack of training
which results, makes teachers reluctant and ineffective participants in
the parent/teacher communication process.
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In summary, parent/teacher conferences are conducted in order to
enhance the likelihood that a child's education will take place in a
positive environment.

Teachers are not currently required to learn

communication skills that will help them to conduct conferences that
are successful.

This study seeks to address the need for improving

teachers' conferencing skills in order to increase the possibility that
the conferences they conduct with parents will be more effective.

Justification for the development of communication skills in teachers
through in-service training.

Although there is a wide range of opinion

as to what form teacher training should take, and when that training
should be implemented, there seems to be unanimous agreement among
researchers that training in communication skills is a vital pre¬
requisite for effective parent/teacher interaction.
It is not the intention of this researcher to advocate the
superiority of in-service as opposed to pre-service education.

Taking

that position would require a separate longitudinal study assessing the
pre- and post-training conferencing skills of two sets of teachers
(in-service and pre-service) and this study is not designed to accom¬
plish such a task.

Since the researcher has chosen an in-service

format, primarily because pre-service teachers rarely are permitted
private conferencing with parents, it is necessary to discuss the evi¬
dence supporting in-service training programs with specific attention
paid to the viability of in-service programs which seek to improve
communication skills.
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For example, Johns (1962) maintains that in-service education tar¬
geted at developing teachers' skills in non-directional counseling
should precede any teacher participation in a conference with a parent.
Johns offers the possibility that such in-service training would make
the teacher feel more secure.

This feeling of security would, in turn,

make the teacher more enthusiastic about the conference.
With regard to the issue of in-service education in general, Rubin
(1975) states that

'There is good reason to believe that teachers are

best made after they are in service, rather than before" (p. 38).

He

further contends that the in-service training of teachers is effective
only when theory is presented in tandem with practical skills.

This

approach assures that the teacher understands both the theoretical bases
and the practical applications of each of the skills addressed in the
in-service course.
The usefulness of in-service training in general is exemplified by
the Trainers of Teacher Trainers Program.

This program was conceived

in order to promote the professional development of people involved in
training teachers.

Utilizing certain aspects of the "Clinical

Professor" approach to teacher education as advanced by Conant (1964),
this project proceeds on the premises that teacher training is not the
sole responsibility of the undergraduate schools.

Teacher training for

contemporary society requires the resources of the university and the
greater community, including the public school systems.
Quality in-service training programs designed to teach conferenc¬
ing skills to teachers have two basic characteristics in common.

The
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content of the programs must be useful and solid, and the fact that
they are conducted with professional teachers means that the teachers
should have ample opportunity to apply the skills in practice.

This

is the case simply because in-service teachers have the opportunity to
meet with parents of their students regularly.
The Headstart program is an example of an enduring education pro¬
gram that is predicated, in part, on the belief that parent/teacher
cooperation can be facilitated by the effective in-service training of
teachers.

Headstart teachers are mandated to participate in in-service

training, and the parents of children who participate in Headstart are
encouraged to actively involve themselves in program implementation.
While this sort of extensive parent involvement may not be able to be
achieved in the typical public school setting, the point here is that
Headstart is a viable education program that is based, in part, on the
continuing education of its professional members.

In addition, the

positive interaction between those teachers and the parents involved
is a mainstay of this highly respected program (Valentine, Ross and
Zigler, 1980).
While the Headstart formula for in-service teacher training is not
the focus of this study, it is relevant to note here that such a highly
respected, nationally implemented program does incorporate in-service
training.

In addition, since parent involvement in the educational

process is actively encouraged, it stresses the importance of teacher/
parent communication in aiding the development of the child.

In these

two ways, Headstart is a program that shows how effective a viable
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in-service program can be when the focus is on parent/teacher coopera¬
tion through effective communication.

In this respect, the example of

Headstart does pertain to the issue addressed here:

to explore the

usefulness of an in-service teacher training program designed to equip
teachers with communication skills that help them interact with parents
during conference sessions.
While the above discussion of Headstart consists primarily of
general references to the importance of effective communication between
parent and teacher, Heffernan and Todd (1969) point out that a teacher
must possess certain human relations qualities which are central to
achieving appropriate and effective communication during teacher/parent
conferences.

These qualities include:

honesty, empathy, accepting the

feelings of others, and identifying with the child during the course of
the conference.
It is the purpose of this study to show that in-service teacher
training can stimulate teachers to learn how to demonstrate these
qualities in the context of the parent/teacher conference.

Although

the development of such qualities are not specifically the focus of the
study, they are essentially by-products of the communications training
for parent/teacher conferences proposed here.

As such, these charac¬

teristics deserve mention in this section because they provide further
evidence that in-service training of teachers in conferencing skills
is a viable way to address an established need.
It can be argued, at this point, that a program like the one pre¬
sented here actually addresses broad-based communication needs that
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social beings experience in a wide range of personal and professional
settings.

This is true to the extent that the skills involved in build¬

ing a one-to-one professional relationship are transferrable to those
skills used when building relationships at home or in the professional
community.

Listening, being attentive, responding, and initiating are

all communication skills that comprise the basis for the training pro¬
gram explored here, as well as the basis for most positive interpersonal
relationships.

However, there is a specific reason why these skills

need to be presented in the context of an in-service training course
focused on building teachers' parent conference skills.
While these skills are based on the helper-training systems that
are predicated on basic, client-centered, Rogerian theory, many other
researchers have explored the need for these qualities in relationships
in general

(Carkhuff, 1967, 1969, 1971, 1972, 1973; Gordon, 1971; Egan,

1975; Ivey and Authier, 1978).

It is important that these qualities

be discussed specifically with reference to the improvement of parent/
teacher conferences for the simple reason that teachers need to develop
the capacity to transfer these basic interpersonal skills to a pro¬
fessional parent/teacher setting.

The previously documented discom¬

fort that teachers suffer in such meetings shows that, at present, in
the absence of such training, teachers are not successfully transfer¬
ring their own interpersonal skills to the parent/teacher conference.

Parent/Teacher Cooperation

A teacher's obligation to work with parents is not only a desirable
part of working with children, it is an essential dimension in teaching
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children to learn and grow.

Teachers can increase their effectiveness

with children if they reinforce their teaching through quality time
spent with parents.

It is indisputable that a teacher can be an impor¬

tant influence on a child, but it is equally indisputable that the
parent(s) acts as the^ primary influence on the child.

Thus, it is

imperative to capitalize on parental influence as an aid to teaching
children (Heffernan and Todd, 1969, p. 19).
Given the clear need for parents and teachers to cooperate with
and support one another, a joint effort to communicate effectively is
necessary in order to provide the child with the best education and
nurturing possible (Heffernan and Todd, 1969).

In order to facilitate

this positive educational process, it is necessary for teachers to
recognize the fact that the school and home are inexorably connected,
insofar as they both have an important impact on a child's development.
In short, the school and home need each other.

This condition can be

the spark that motivates school teachers to reach out for in-service
skills development in parent/teacher meetings so they can take the
first step in joining forces with parents for the welfare of the chil¬
dren.
This point is best illustrated by Croft, who, in addition to pro¬
posing that communication is the first and most important step in
parent involvement, states that the teacher is obligated to convince
the parent that the child will benefit directly through such involve¬
ment (1979).

Croft argues that the mutual interests of the teacher,

the parent and the child are served when the teacher convinces the
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parent to become actively involved in the education process as it is
conducted in the school

(p. 13).

A parent/teacher conference is simply a meeting between two pivotal
influences in the life of a child, which has as its purpose exploration
of the best way to educate the child.

This conference time can be a

forum for either parent or teacher to initiate a conversation about
problems the child might be experiencing, as well as the tribulations
that are part of the school day for most children.

The parent/teacher

conference gives the teacher the opportunity to understand the value
system that the child has been raised under, along with cultural and
social priorities that may have an impact on the child's ability to
cope and perform under typical classroom conditions.

The purpose of

this exploration into a child's background is to establish how to best
educate the child in question (Croft, 1979).
Parents can emerge from such a meeting with a solid understanding
of the child's educational or other needs.

As Bailard and Strang point

out (1964), talking with the parent, explaining and showing the child's
work, seem to be more meaningful to parents than the printed report
card mode of student evaluation.

While Bailard and Strang refer to a

pre-school setting, where basic skills as well as social and emotional
development are all issues of daily concern, the importance of face-toface consultation cannot be overestimated in the case of later ele¬
mentary and secondary education.

Although children in the higher grades

do not endure the same pressures as children just entering a classroom,
each age group experiences its own set of trials and tribulations,
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based on the emotional, chronological, physical and intellectual
development of the individual child.

Since these changes are continu¬

ous throughout the child's education, face-to-face parent/teacher
conferences remain relevant from pre-school age straight through the
final year of high school.
A successfully executed parent/teacher conference can serve to
reduce the likelihood that the home and school are in conflict.

If

teachers stress academic achievement and the appropriate development of
social skills, and the family expresses its concern for academic
achievement and appropriate behavior in another way, then the child can
be placed in a situation of conflict.

He or she may vacillate between

whose values to adopt, and the result can be that the child simply per¬
ceives school as an unnecessary additional burden, rather than a means
to continued growth and development.

A teacher trained in the technique

of communication could extend an invitation to the parents in such a
case, and attempt to sort out a unified approach to the child's educa¬
tion that would satisfy all parties concerned.
Often teachers need information about significant events in the
child's home experience.

Obtaining such information requires disclosure

of personal information.

Such a disclosure requires an atmosphere of

trust and understanding.

Effective listening, attending, initiating,

and responding communication skills on the part of teachers can facili¬
tate such transfers of personal information by parents.
Despite the fact that many teacher education programs include
course work in school-community relations, these courses rarely devote
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time to identifying important steps to take in conducting a parent/
teacher conference.

Since such fundamental issues are not attended to,

it is customary for such skills as conference evaluation to be over¬
looked as well.

Role playing parent/teacher conferences, and evaluat¬

ing taped or mock conferences so as to help teachers develop this
crucial skill are activities that are not offered to teachers who par¬
ticipate in these community relations courses.
Thus, there is a growing need for the use of skills in developing
the teachers' ability to communicate with parents of specific children,
and with community members in general.

This need exists because

teachers must find ways to more accurately portray the varied purposes
of education to those parents and community members.

It is particularly

important and appropriate for parents and teachers to exchange views
on the social and emotional development of children, starting at the
pre-school level, for these two phases of development are believed to
be of basic importance to future and continued academic success.
Clearly, check marks on a printed form are not the most satisfactory
tools of communication for teachers and parents to use in their efforts
to interpret the social, emotional, and academic performance of chil¬
dren.
The traditional report card can be used as one component of the
larger parent/teacher conference by serving as a frame of reference for
both parent and teacher in planning a program for the child's continu¬
ing education and development.

However, the report card can be used in

this fashion only by teachers who are trained to involve the parent in
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a respectful, supportive, and effective manner.

When a teacher is

trained to manage a conference effectively, so that the goals of the
conference are planned and achieved, the interests of the child can
clearly be served more effectively.
Home and school support growth of child.

The work of parents and

teachers is so closely interrelated that both parties can increase
their effectiveness in working with children if they take each other
into serious consideration.

Parents and teachers are partners who are

both involved in a cooperative effort to guide and educate the child.
Parent/teacher cooperation can help the child overcome conflicts between
home and school, and reduce the wide range of of anxieties and doubts
that plague children as they grow through early childhood and
adolescence.
Heffernan and Todd state that "It is evident that a positive rela¬
tionship between parent and teacher helps the child to achieve his or
her goals in school" (1969).

These researchers indicate further that

individual parent/teacher conferences can produce better relationships
between home and school for the child and for the adults involved as
well.

They further prove that, since this is the case, teachers ought

to be taught how to conduct successful parent/teacher conferences,
rather than leave the development of this skill to experience or luck.
The benefits of parent/teacher cooperation include a range of posi
tive results that extend even beyond the relationship between a particu
lar family and the school.

Parent/teacher cooperation, which grows out

of the parent/teacher conference, can help the parent to identify more
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strongly with the school.

This identification process can help reduce

existing or future conflict and tension on the part of the parent or
the teacher, as well as the child.

Moreover, parent/teacher cooperation

can contribute to establishing the sort of democratic, "grass-roots"
control of education that is the goal of many local education-oriented
groups throughout America (Green, 1978).
This global view is bolstered by Savage and Jones' (1972) report
of the results of a Gallup Poll survey designed to measure parents'
attitudes toward the public schools attended by their children.

One

significant finding related to the study was "the need for some means
of reporting pupil progress."

The researchers in this case showed that

the parents interviewed were sufficiently dissatisfied with present
reporting procedures to indicate that doubt exists as to "the adequacy
of the devices we now use."
Reporting pupil progress to parents is an accepted part of the
school's function.

In addition, progress reports are natural exten¬

sions of the development of each semester.

So it is evident that the

role of the school and the schedule that the school follows combine to
make the school teachers responsible for preparing such student progress
reports.

This is the case whether the teacher prepares oral or written

reports or a combination of the two.
The teacher who extends an invitation to meet with the parent to
discuss the child's progress is creating a situation where dialogue can
result in improving and adjusting the education of the child.

Since

the conference between parent and teacher is so full of potential, it
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is logical to characterize the parent/teacher conference as the most
direct and meaningful mode of communication between home and school.
Much of the preparation needed to maximize the effectiveness of this
type of meeting must be done by the teacher.

Since the burden of

organizing and managing the session that could be the cornerstone to
parent/teacher cooperation falls on the teacher, it is fundamental that
the teacher should be taught skills that would enhance his or her
ability to conduct these sessions effectively.

The role and components of quality parent/teacher cooperation.

It has

already been established in this chapter that the need exists for good
communication between parents and teachers.

Furthermore, it has been

substantiated that parent/teacher cooperation can be facilitated through
effective conferencing, because conferencing helps both the parent and
teacher to interact.

It is, therefore, appropriate at this point to

define in more detail what is meant by good parent/teacher inter¬
action .
Croft (1979) states that the quality of teacher/parent involvement
relies heavily on the skills of the teacher (p. 9).

The teacher

usually sets the tone for the conference with the parent.

Thus, the

skills of communication become important if such a meeting is to be
open, honest, respectful, supportive, and free of discomforting mono¬
logue.

Positive personal interaction between parent and teacher relies

on the teacher initiating the contact by using the above-described
skills of communication.
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Teacher/parent conferences characterized by the following qualities
are more likely to succeed in creating a positive relationship between
the teacher and the parent:

mutual respect; a clear approach to prob¬

lem solving; expressed concern for the child's welfare; and sharing of
information about the child that is relevant to his or her continued
growth and development.
On the other hand, there are aspects of human interaction that can
impede the development of a solid relationship between the parent and
the teacher.

Examples of such behavior include attacking one another;

not listening; repeating a point rather than expanding upon it; and
generally permitting an antagonistic attitude to characterize the
interaction.
These issues are addressed by a series of researchers (Rathburn,
1978; Dreifurs and Cherfnoff, 1971; Litwak and Meyer, 1973; and
Chilman, 1973) who have explored the positive and deleterious effects
of different types of behavior which are manifested in the course of
the interaction between parent and teacher.

All of these researchers

have conducted studies that explore various types of behavior that
block communication in the parent/teacher conference.
In these studies, reference is made to situations in which super¬
ficial discussion characterizes the bulk of parent/teacher communica¬
tion.

Also, there are instances when communication between the two

parties is thwarted by the teacher's choice to use the school as a
tool to intimidate the parent.

The parent can also attempt to intimi¬

date the teacher, or can simply erect a hostile barrier that the
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untrained teacher can find utterly impenetrable.

This type of behavior

is characterized by verbal or even physical provocation.

In addition,

there are other less overt but no less insidious obstacles to effective
interaction between parent and teacher.

These include avoiding the

issues and getting bogged down in generalities instead of focusing on
the specific needs of the individual child.
Teachers and parents must make an effort to trust each other's
goals and objectives in the education and development of the child.
If there are cases where the parent or teacher is working against the
welfare of the child, then the adult party who identifies this problem
is obligated to pursue it.

By and large, however, both parents and

teachers are interested in the child's continued improvement.

The

child's development is best served when parent and teacher meet in
mutual understanding that each is concerned about the child.

Dif¬

ferences between parent and teacher must be examined and aired in an
open atmosphere, so that communication can flourish.

A teacher who is

trained to manage the conference with the parent is trained to cope
with the eventuality that the parent may openly disagree with the
teacher's goals for the child.
Teachers who are trained to communicate successfully in sessions
with parents know that communication is not simply a matter of talking.
Truax and Clarkhuff (1967) call for "accurate empathy," which is their
term for the teacher and the parent paying absolute attention to what
the other is saying.

Gordon (1971) refers to "active listening," and

Ginott (1972) calls it "congruent listening."
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Whatever name is used, issues of compassion, attentiveness, and
mutual respect seem to be indispensible for the teacher to consider when
sitting down to a conference with a parent.

If the teacher is trained

to develop these qualities in the relationship with the parent, then
there is a greater chance for the conference to be fruitful in terms of
establishing a plan for the child that will enhance the child's emo¬
tional, social, and intellectual development.
The purpose of a parent/teacher conference is to focus on one
child.

Teachers need to know how the parent perceives the child, and

must always keep in mind Stoops and Coogan's (1964) observation that
one of the "golden rules" of parent/teacher communication is that the
teacher must keep in mind that no parent feels his or her child is
average.
Teachers who are trained in managing effective conferences with
parents understand that they must keep such sensitive issues in mind
while still addressing the particular needs of the individual child in
question.

In order to assure that effective communication is accom¬

plished, the teacher must make sure that the following steps are taken:
a specified and previously agreed upon time is allotted for the parent
to meet the child's teacher in person; the meeting space is comfortable,
informal, and private, with perhaps all parties sitting at the same
type of desk in the child's classroom; the agenda is planned and
adhered to in a focused and organized way.
Teachers who have benefited from in-service training in managing
parent/teacher conferences enjoy a considerable edge over their
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untrained counterparts when the time comes to meet with parents.

The

problem is that children who are unfortunate enough have teachers who
are not trained in communication skills are in the majority.

As such,

they may well experience an inferior education because their parents
and teachers were unable to find common ground on which to work
together.
In-service training designed to help teachers communicate in meet¬
ings with parents enables teachers to improve their ability to do the
following:
-- identify what they want to communicate to parents;
-- become sensitive to parents' views;
-- become capable of offering alternative ways for the
parent to assist in the education of the child;
-- become proficient in surveying and planning programs
designed to build better parent-school-teacher com¬
munication and cooperation;
-- respond to verbal and non-verbal messages from parents;
-- respond when sensing that he or she is being mis¬
interpreted.
Definition of Terms
Certain terms are frequently used in this study; their definitions
are presented here:
Listening:

The act of making a conscious effort to absorb

the content of the information being offered by the
parent.

This requires that the teacher not be think¬

ing of what his or her next response will be, but
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rather that the teacher completely attends to what
the parent is saying.
Responding:

The reaction of the teacher to what the

parent has said during the listening phase.

In the

process of responding, the teacher chooses his or her
comments and behaviors according to the verbal and
non-verbal cues given by the parent.
Attending:

Manifested in the teacher's physical behavior

while listening and responding to the parent.
includes:

This

good posture; eye contact; facial

expressions; concentrating on the parent rather than
sorting through papers or cleaning the room; assuring
that the conference is conducted without interruption;
communicating nonverbally that the teacher is relaxed
but interested by always facing the parent and not
engaging in such habits as nail-biting, smoking,
shaking one's leg, or constantly clearing one's
throat, all of which are indications of tension.
Initiating:

Teacher's ability to synthesize common themes

in the conference:

to condense, recapitulate, and

crystallize what has been said.

The teacher will

preface this aspect of the session by noting that the
summary is for the benefit of teacher and parent
alike, since the perceptions of what has transpired
in the meetings may be distorted by either party.

In
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addition, the teacher must allow the parent to con¬
tribute and/or ask for clarification at this junc¬
ture, in order to assure that communication has
truly occurred.
Significance of the Study
This study will contribute in a tangible fashion to the literature
that supports in-service teacher training in the skills necessary to
conduct effective conferences with parents.

It is the hope of this

researcher that this work will help spur movement in the direction of
establishing more of these programs, so that the needs of children
might be better served through the communication between parent and
teacher.
Chapter Outlines
Chapter II contains a review of the past and current literature
that is pertinent to the study.
sections:

This chapter is divided into two

(1) Contemporary Views of the Parent/Teacher Relationship

Developed Through Conferencing; and (2) Approaches to the Parent/
Teacher Conference.

Characteristics of successful conferences and

building an effective rapport with parents will be explored.
Chapter III consists of an overview of research methodology.

The

objective of the study, description of the sample, design of the study,
instrumentation, procedures for data collection, research hypotheses,
and limitations of the study are discussed.
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Chapter IV contains the results of the study, each of the com¬
munication skills used in the training, as well as statistical analysis
and discussion.
Chapter V is devoted to a review of the conclusions and recommenda¬
tions for further study and actions, based on the results of this
research.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter will be devoted to a review of the literature that
relates directly to the various aspects of the parent/teacher conference.
In order to treat this literature effectively and thoroughly, the chap¬
ter has been divided into two sections.
The first section describes "Contemporary Views of the Parent/
Teacher Relationship Developed Through Conferencing."

This section is

further divided into categories that cover each aspect of the literature
regarding how an effective parent/teacher conference can facilitate the
healthy development of the relationship between parents, teachers and
child.
The second section examines "Approaches to the Parent/Teacher
Conference."

This topic is also broken down into categories that treat

each aspect of the parent/teacher conference:

developing the basis for

a conference; enhancing communication between parents and teachers;
training for the parent/teacher conference.
Contemporary Views of the Parent/Teacher
Relationship Developed Through
Conferencing
The abundance of literature pertaining to the parent/teacher rela¬
tionship testifies to its importance.
The schools cannot do the job alone, and parents cannot delegate
to teachers the responsibility of raising their children.
25
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individual situations could be improved if school personnel knew more
about the child's home situation, and if the parents knew more about
the child's school environment and responsibilities.
Ebersole (1979) supports this position when he says that
... the ring of respect encircling students, teachers,
and parents is an essential relationship for effective
learning. A break anywhere in the circle results in a
breakdown in student performance. If there is a close com¬
munication, cooperation, sincere caring, however, there
seems to be no limit to what might happen. Students learn
more, teachers are more fulfilled, and parents feel better
about their children and themselves.
Parents who express an interest in understanding the children's
academic and social development in school often characterize that inter¬
est as a sense of anxiety about the children's functioning in school.
However, these same parents are reluctant to make contact with the
school because they simply do not know how to become a partner in the
education of their children (Schoeny and Bash, 1980; Cave, 1970).

They

must be invited to do so because the fears and unspoken attitudes of
parents regarding a conference with the teacher and the school environ¬
ment in general, can have a negative effect on the efficacy and useful¬
ness of that conference (Sayer, 1971), and on the entire parent/teacher
relationship.
The central component to improving the quality of the conference
between parent and teacher involves cooperation; each adult participant
needs to regard the other as a co-worker and ally in the development of
the child.

Since the teacher is the professional in the relationship,

he or she must initiate the interaction by clearly showing that the
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parent is perceived as a positive partner in teaching and supporting
the child (Allison, 1971, p. 36; Samuels, 1973, p. 36).
In order to make parents feel more comfortable relating to teach¬
ers, the teachers should not limit the conference to a one-way presenta¬
tion on how the child is performing in class.

Teachers must listen to

the parent and respond directly and thoughtfully to the parent's ques¬
tions and concerns, no matter how slow this process may initially be
(Schuck, 1979).
A child needs to feel that there is a partnership between school,
home, and community.

The child needs to know that the school is com¬

mitted to him/her; to his/her success, and to his/her future, without
artificially separating his/her life into home, community, and school,
with no contact between or among these components (Young, 1969).
Children are not alone in their need to experience a sense of
substantive unity between the major areas of their lives.

Parents also

want to be able to enjoy a system that will respond to them and to their
children on an individual basis.

They want to build and participate in

this new and relevant system, but they may often be uncertain as to
what skills they need and what options exist for them to help create
such a system (Fantini, 1969; Slezak, 1979).
If the parent and teacher approach the child's schooling as a major
factor contributing to his/her overall growth and change, the chances
for the child's success can be enhanced.

These changes can be even

further improved if the adults involved draw the child into the general
interaction between school and home, requesting the child's input so as
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to create a situation where the parent, the teacher, and the child are
all working together toward the child's success.

It can be seen, then,

that working with parents is an essential part of teaching children:
Teachers are linked to parents by the children for whom
they are responsible. The triangle should be completed and
a more direct relationship established between teachers and
parents. Parents should be partners in more than name;
their responsibilities joint instead of several (Bond,
P- 43).
Parents are often inclined to want to work with the child's teacher
in order to help maximize the effectiveness of the hours that the child
spends in school.

These parents can often set the parent/teacher con¬

ference as an effective and efficient means of staying informed regard¬
ing their child's progress and needs (Heffernan and Todd, 1969; Slezak,
1979).

As Kahn (1979) points out, many parents are turning from the

role of baking cookies or acting as a chaperone on a trip to insisting
on being included in a cooperative relationship between parent and
school; treating the parent as a cooperating partner starts with con¬
ferencing between parent and teacher.
These observations are supported by the conference proceedings and
position paper of the Annual Conference on Teacher Education, conducted
by the Utah State Board of Education, "Roles and Relationships of
Teacher Education" (April, 1980).
The Plowden Report (1967) succinctly sums up the needs for parents
and teachers to interact positively for the good of the child:
It may be assumed that the provision for parents to visit
school has three main purposes: first, to facilitate meet¬
ings between parents and teachers so that both come to know
each other better; second, to enable parents to see for
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themselves what the schools are doing and how their chil¬
dren are progressing; third, so that children feel that
their parents are interested in what happens at school
and that home and school are not separate worlds (p. 129).
While it may seem natural for parents to discuss the child's aca¬
demic progress with the teacher, it may not be as easy for a discussion
about the child's emotional development to transpire between parent and
teacher.

Parents may feel that emotional needs are the province of the

family, even in instances where the family is perhaps not meeting those
apparent needs particularly well.

What is desirable in such cases is

teacher support for the parent, constantly keeping the parent informed
without ever making him or her feel that he or she is an inadequate
parent whose role is being usurped by the school.

Such conflict between

parent and teacher frequently is based on misunderstandings between the
two parties, and these misunderstandings can be avoided or overcome
"if parents and teachers established more effective means of communica¬
tion" (Bond, 1973, p. 5).
Characteristics of a successful conference.

Cannady and Seyforth (1979)

state that successful conferences do not take place by accident.

They

result from careful planning and diligent effort, frequently on the part
of both parent and teacher.

They argue that the measure of a successful

conference may not be evident in the immediate outcome.
be evident to an outside or casual observer.

Nor may success

According to Cannady and

Seyforth (1979), there are four elements which characterize a success¬
ful conference between parent and teacher.
1.

These are:

When the parent leaves the conference with a positive
attitude;
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2.

When the parent and teacher leave the conference
trusting one another more than before.

3.

When the parent and teacher leave the conference
knowing more about the child than before the con¬
ference.

4.

When the parent and teacher leave with a better
understanding of what the other is tryinq to do
(pp. 9-10).

There is a process that teachers can use to effect this kind of
success.

Indeed, although their terminology and sequence may differ,

considerable agreement exists among researchers on what constitutes
this process.

It generally includes the following steps:

(1) invita¬

tion; (2) greeting; (3) positive statements; (4) strengths and weak¬
nesses; (5) work; (6) listening and talking; (7) room for improvement;
(8) summary (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Bond, 1973; Bradley, 1972;
Heffernan and Todd, 1969).
The content of the parent/teacher conference is discussed by a
range of researchers.

Topics raised in these conferences include

school subjects, attitudes toward school, social development, per¬
sonality traits, special talents and abilities, and any obstacles that
the child seems to be encountering in relation to his or her ability
to grow and achieve at a reasonable rate (Bradley, 1971; Heffernan and
Todd, 1969; Langdon and Stout, 1964).
There is a large body of literature that is directed at developing
guidelines for the parent/teacher conference.

These guidelines are

designed to assure that the areas of concern of all parties present be
treated equitably and with respect.

D'Evelyn (1945), Bailard and

Strang (1964), and Prichard (1977), suggest that the responsibility for
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the success or failure of the conference rests directly with the
teacher.

Collectively, they stress that the teacher is in control of

the preparations; the setting; the degree of privacy; the time of day
and any artificial constraints on time; the positive tone that is
achieved in successful conferences; suggesting alternatives, actions,
and cooperation; suggesting confidentiality or violating the same; and
establishing a workable rapport.
Prichard (1977) emphasizes that the burden of establishing that
rapport rests primarily on the teacher, and that the teacher ought to
be trained accordingly.

She suggests that training teachers in the use

of counseling techniques can improve the quality of parent/teacher con¬
ferences.

Specifically, she advocates the use of the Carkhuff model

of attending, responding, initiating, and communicating.
The thrust of these studies is that the quality of the conference
is dependent on the ability of the teacher to manage, structure, and
control the conference so as to maximize the input potential of parent
and teacher alike (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Bradley, 1971; D'Evelyn,
1945; Leeper, 1974; National School Public Relations Association,
1970).

However, some literature stresses that the parents can exercise

a significant degree of control over the specific structure and content
of the conference.

Lurie (1970) suggests that parents have the right

to demand a good conference, and that they have the additional authority
and right to express their desires regarding scheduling, time con¬
straints, the degree of privacy, topics discussed, questions, and
information and records.
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The parent/teacher conference offers excellent opportunities for
parent/teacher communication.

The communication process is essentially

based on mutual respect, since effective listening cannot occur unless
each party has decided that the other is expressing valuable thoughts.
When mutual understanding does not exist, then the opportunity for
crisis can develop.

Frustration and failure produce anxiety and

hostility, accumulating in a residue of anxiety and guilt in both
parties:

the parent finds fault with the teacher for the failure of

the conference, and the teacher finds fault with the parent for the
same failure.

The above feelings can seriously inhibit both parties in

any future efforts to restore effective communication:
If, through such understanding, parents and teachers can
approach their conference a little less defensively, with
a little more tolerance for each other's initial sensi¬
bilities, they may well be able to deal with such sensi¬
tive areas of concern, rather than avoid them. By dealing
with these problems, they will be bringing into focus the
mutuality that binds them; that is, their concern for the
child that they both seek to serve (Miller, 1969).
Mutual understanding and respect are keys to successful communica¬
tion.

Chilman (1971) questions whether or not parents and teachers

should operate as a partnership team in full communication with one
another.

School and home are separate worlds to some degree, and the

child may want to claim both for himself.

Chilman (1971) suggests that

parents and teachers work cooperatively, but perhaps not so closely
that the child loses his or her sense of identity as a separate person,
experiencing private events in the course of each day:
Thus, a bit more relaxation, a bit more empathy, a bit more
recognition of the many complex factors that shape life for
all of us might help parents, teachers, and children to
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communicate more freely with each other as human beings,
each of whom has something to teach and something to
learn (Chilman, 1971).
This emphasis on the fact that the child is a crucial party in the
interaction between parent and teacher is welcome.

However, as Kahn

(1979) points out, the modern parent can be more assertive in making
those demands to become involved in the education process.

Chilman's

point that the children's need for privacy is a valid consideration in
determining the degree of contact between parent and teacher is welltaken.

If this understanding could be integrated with the understanding

that the relationship between parent and teacher is necessary and can be
enhanced through appropriate and wel1-organized conferencing, then the
needs of the child might be met to a greater degree than under circum¬
stances where such contact and consideration does not exist.
Building an effective rapport with parents.

As Cannady and Seyforth

(1979) point out in their presentation of the four central elements
which characterize a successful conference, such a conference does not
take place without planning.

This planning can be accomplished with

relative ease only after the teacher has enjoyed the benefit of train¬
ing in how to plan and execute a successful parent/teacher confer¬
ence.
In-service training is one way to better prepare teachers in the
communication skills that are necessary for conducting an effective
parent/teacher conference.

Truax and Carkhuff (1967) point to three

variables that directly apply to teachers conducting conferences with
parents.

They see the crux of establishing adequate communication as
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related to empathy, non-possessive warmth, and genuineness.

While

these qualities may be difficult to quantify, Truax and Carkhuff (1967)
nevertheless stress that teachers feel less defensive and more willing
to listen when their own communication skills are developed.
A review of the above literature still leaves some important ques¬
tions unanswered.

Why isn't the study of training teachers in the art

of conferencing with parents more closely linked to the area of com¬
munication?

Truax and Carkhuff clearly point to the need for teaching

communication skills to teachers in order for them to conduct better
conferences with parents, but that view is not presented consistently
in the literature.
Another question that presents itself at this juncture is the fol¬
lowing:

Why hasn't knowledge that already exists as to how inter¬

personal communication takes place been more directly and frequently
applied to the parent/teacher conference?
arise after a review of the literature are:

Still, other questions that
Is the teacher aware of

the attitudes held by parents regarding school, teachers, the parental
role in general, the role of the child at school, etc.?

What is a good

parent/teacher communication curriculum?
Schools clearly have a role in the socialization of the young
(Clausen, 1968).

Education is a vehicle for communicating to children

the values of the culture.

Home/school relations link parents and

teachers as partners in this socialization and education process.
Their partnership ideally aims to bring about a common understanding
between parents and teachers as to what children experience and need.
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Hymes (1974) points out that conferences between parents and teachers
can benefit both parties in helping them to achieve a shared under¬
standing of how the children involved grow, how they behave, what prob¬
lems they face, how to help, and what good education should actually
consist of for the children being considered.
Summary.

The literature on the parent/teacher conference indicates

that such conferences are necessary.

In addition, there is considerable

agreement that these conferences are crucial in educating the child in
as total a fashion as possible.

The parent/teacher conference is viewed

as the major area for communication to take place between parent and
teacher.

These exchanges are essential if parent and teacher expect to

understand, support, and assist the child in developing.
Materials that are focused on the preparation and in-service train¬
ing of pre-school teachers tend to include more information about
parent/teacher communication than do materials designed to address the
needs of the secondary and elementary public school teachers.

The

literature is primarily directed at the mechanics of the parent/teacher
conference, the circumstances for talking together, and suggested
guidelines for the conference.

Most of the evidence cited was vali¬

dated by the author's personal experience, rather than by conventional
research.
Approaches to the Parent/Teacher Conference
Introduction.

This section will deal directly with literature pertain¬

ing to how teachers can be trained experientially to manage successful
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conferences with parents.

Education in communication skills is as

important as it is lacking in teacher pre-service and in-service train¬
ing.

Formal training in conducting a parent/teacher conference could

be effectively supplemented by the inclusion of communication skills
training in the interest of showing teachers how to arrange a success¬
ful give-and-take relationship with a parent.
explore:

This chapter will

developing the basis for a conference, enhancing communica¬

tion between parents and teachers; and training for the parent/teacher
conference.
Since most literature is written for teachers with experience in
the teaching field, John Dewey, for one, advocates experiential learn¬
ing.

The usefulness of the experiential aspect in education is most

clearly identified by Dewey (1939), when he stresses that an education
based on experience is important.

He goes on to point out, however,

that the central problem of an education based on experience is that it
is necessary to develop the skill to select the kind of present experi¬
ences that can live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experi¬
ences .
This relates to the issue of parent/teacher conferencing on two
levels.

First, the instructor of teachers is essentially obligated to

help the teacher learn to identify what is useful in a particular
interaction with a parent, and then broaden that useful knowledge to
apply it to past and future situations that require similar understand¬
ing.

Dewey explains this process in the following fashion:
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To learn from experience is to make a backward and for¬
ward connection between what we do to things and what we
enjoy or suffer from things in consequence. Under such
conditions, doing becomes trying: an experiment with the
world to find out what it is like; the undergoing becomes
instruct!*on--discovery of the connection of things.
Developing the basis for a conference.

Whether a conference between

parent and teacher is a scheduled, school-wide activity, or a single
exchange initiated by the parent or teacher to communicate a particular
concern regarding a specific child, conferences between parents and
teachers are built into the professional lives of most teachers.

A

search of the literature reveals guidelines for structured conferences,
suggesting procedures that enhance communication and personal experi¬
ence that develops in conferencing.
A large portion of the material published is concerned with
developed guidelines for the parent/teacher conference.

As previously

noted, much of this literature identifies the teacher as the primary
actor in conducting a successful conference.
Shoeny and Bash (1980) list requirements that they found neces¬
sary for teachers to fulfill in order for open communication to take
place between parents and teachers.

They stress the need for in-service

education that prepares teachers to interact effectively with members of
the community, including parents who meet with teachers during confer¬
ences regarding specific children.
In addition, Foster (1978) stated, "Planned conferences with the
parents of each child are important and should be conducted as needed
(p. 15).

He presents a do's-and-don'ts list for teachers to follow in
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conducting a conference with a parent, and he predicates these rules
on the following assumptions:

conferences with parents offer a chance

for uninterrupted meetings centering on the individual child's progress;
these meetings are more time-consuming than group meetings, but they
are more important since they are more personal in nature; these con¬
ferences can be scheduled to take place at the school or in the child's
home; during home visits, certain do's and don'ts can help a teacher
make the best of conference time and further good relationships.
While this review section is not the appropriate place to itemize
each specific rule, it is useful at this point to summarize the essen¬
tial qualities of these guidelines.

Basically, Foster (1978) encourages

teachers to establish their own personal style of meeting with parents,
to make sure that they review the child's case before the meeting, lis¬
ten carefully to the parent, and are particularly attentive to issues
being raised indirectly by the parent.

Another point worth mentioning

here is that Foster (1978) stresses that the teacher ought to center
the conference on issues pertaining to learning, behavior in school,
the school program, and other, essentially school-based issues, while
giving the parent the option of raising additional issues that might
be of concern in the home.
Just as Foster (1978) gives teachers a list of types of positive
conference behavior, he stresses that the teacher must not indulge in
behavior which inhibits the development of a good relationship with the
parent.

He includes in this list such errors as talking too much,

probing into intimate issues that are family-related, trying to do too
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much in one session, and eagerly advising whent he teacher's advice
has not been requested.
In identifying ways for teachers to stimulate the parents' inter¬
action with the school, he cites such options as inviting the parents
to take part in classroom and field trip activities, and welcoming the
parents to share their individual skills and areas of expertise with
the entire class.

If a teacher uses these essential tools to provide

a solid basis for a parent/teacher conference to be initiated and con¬
ducted, the likelihood that the conference will be successful for both
parent and teacher is greater.
Enhancing communication between parents and teachers.

While there is

considerable attention paid to the need for the parent and teacher to
communicate effectively in order to meet the needs of the child, there
is little application of the theories and methods developed in the field
of communication to this problem.

The way that a teacher interacts with

the parent in the course of the conference is a pivotal determining
factor in opening channels of communication.

If the teacher communi¬

cates his or her concern, sensitivity, and interest to parents, then
parents can be sufficiently comfortable to respond in kind, and show
their own concern, sensitivity, and interest.
Interviewing is the most natural, free, and easy exchange of
conversation between parent and teacher (Langdon and Stout, 1954).

The

British Department of Education and Science (1969) also stresses the
value of the interview mode of interaction between parent and teacher,
otherwise known as the parent/teacher conference.

They identify two
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basic components of the conference that can determine its usefulness.
These are privacy and convenience.

They explain the parent/teacher

conference as the occasion when "parents and teachers can discuss in
private, and at their leisure, the work and progress of each indi¬
vidual child" (p. 13).
The parent/teacher conference is held to meet the needs of the
child.

The participants are the most important adults in the life of

the child, and with this in mind, it is crucial that an exchange of
views, and mutual understanding, take place (Grisson, 1971).

Since it

involves these important actors, and since the individual conference is
such a personal event, the conference between parent and teacher is the
single most significant instrument in building mutual understanding
(Grant, 1952).

Private talks are essential if parents and teachers are

to understand each child's rate of growth, interests, work capacity,
and emotional and social needs.
The need for, and the purpose of, the conference should be clear
to both the parents and the teacher.

The conference provides them with

the opportunity to discuss the child's progress, and the ways that the
relevant programs and procedures can enhance the child's development
(Leeper, 1974).
The National School Public Relations Association (1970) charac¬
terizes the parent/teacher conference as a two-way exchange of informa¬
tion about the child who is the single character binding the parent and
teacher together in a unified purpose.

The parent/teacher conference

represents one of the most profitable ways in which parents and
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teachers can share their individual expertise, experience, and knowl¬
edge (Read, 1971), and support each other's efforts (Miller, 1969).
When positive feelings exist between parents and teachers, these
feelings can help them to think, talk, and plan together to help the
child grow and learn.

In this way, parent and teacher alike helps to

build "good working relationships" (Stout and Langdon, 1958).

These

relationships are established and maintained to serve the best inter¬
ests of the child involved.
The British Department of Education and Science has joined those
stressing the need to establish a good working relationship between
parent and teacher, and has suggested ways for parents and teachers to
talk more easily with one another (1968).
include:

These suggested procedures

(1) introduction; (2) regular interviews; (3) written

reports; (4) informal visits; (5) open days and other such occasions;
and (6) visits to the children's homes.
This open approach on the part of the teacher dovetails with
the types of procedures suggested by Bradley (1971), Bailard and Strang
(1964), Bond (1973), Heffernan and Todd (1969), and Seligman (1979).
Essentially, the methods encouraged involve the sequence of behavior
that includes the invitation, greeting, positive presentation of the
child's overall performance and abilities, summary, and invitation to
return for another visit at a mutually convenient time.
A teacher might be able to plan and implement a conference by
using such a relaxed and organized approach to meeting with a parent
if that teacher has the benefit of training in the communication
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process.

Since it has been established in the literature that a good

working relationship between parent and teacher is a desirable goal,
and that conferencing is a useful way of helping to achieve that goal,
it is necessary to point out that the conferencing, and therefore the
relationship itself, depends entirely on the ability of both parties to
communicate effectively with each other.
Satir (1972) states that "communication is the single largest
factor determining what kinds of relationships he (a person) makes
with others and what happens to him in the world about him" (p. 30).
Thus, the degree of communication that is established is directly
related to the quality of the relationship that exists.
"Real communication involves the exchange of meaning between indi¬
viduals" (Cawekti, 1966, p. 294).

Effective communication requires an

attempt to understand ourselves and others better; it involves more
than mechanics, techniques, and words.

The nature of communication

involves listening, speaking, and how the two work together to produce
communication (Brown, 1973).
This interplay between listening and speaking fits well with the
sequence of behavior encouraged by the researchers previously cited in
this section, whose work recommends that teachers organize the meeting
well, present the information that is germaine to the meeting, and
listen to what the parent is saying with regard to the child or children
concerned (Bradley, 1971; Bailard and Strang, 1964; Heffernan and Todd,
1969; Seligman, 1979).
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Effective communication takes place when the listening and speak¬
ing helps the parties involved to invest the conversation with meaning.
Meaning comes through living encounters, confrontations and then meet¬
ing through encounter (Moustaka, 1967).

Given this statement, then

face-to-face conferences between parents and teachers are among the
most effective tools in establishing meaningful dialogue between these
two parties.
When parent and teacher meet in person to discuss a child, and
they achieve a positive degree of communication, then a personal rela¬
tionship has begun that can have a positive impact on the child's over¬
all development.

And, as Rogers (1961) noted, the quality of the per¬

sonal relationships is what matters most.
Communication is not exclusively a matter of verbalizing, but
rather is an integrated quality that includes non-verbal behavior as
well.

Placating, blaming, computing, and distracting are four nega¬

tive patterns in communication (Satir, 1972) which ought to be avoided
by the teacher, even in instances where the parent is engaging in these
counterproductive behaviors.
In order to manage a meeting effectively, regardless of the cir¬
cumstances, there are a variety of tools that a teacher can use to
assure that positive communication will take place with the specific
parent involved.

These include what Casavis (1970) refers to as the

four approaches to the parent/teacher conference:

the non-

confrontational approach; the confrontational approach; the indirect
approach; the direct approach.
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All of these approaches are valid.

Which one a teacher chooses in

any given instance is directly related to the personality of the
teacher, and the personality of the parent.

In instances in which the

teacher is meeting the parent for the first time and has no notion of
what approach might work best for that parent, the teacher ought to be
prepared to alter the approach.

The point that Satir (1972) is making

here is that the teacher can take a number of avenues to arrive at the
same destination--a good working relationship with the parent, achieved
through effective conferencing.
Problems clearly ensue when effective communication does not take
place in the course of a meeting between parent and teacher.

Communica¬

tion failures can exacerbate a child's adjustment and learning diffi¬
culties (Miller, 1969), thus turning the conference into an event that
makes the child's school experience more disquieting and difficult.
Indicators that signal the breakdown in communication in a parent/
teacher meeting are basically the same as those that signal such a
failure between any other two people who cannot achieve a positive
understanding of each other's needs and concerns.

As Miller (1969)

notes, silence can be a convenient refuge occurring by mutual consent,
whereby each participant in the conference avoids stressful issues.
Avoiding emotionally loaded areas by retreating into silence can contri¬
bute to the creation of a crisis, which the parent/teacher conference
is designed to avoid.
The crisis, Miller (1969) reasons, contributes to feelings of
frustration and failure for both parent and teacher, and these feelings
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add to a growing sense of anxiety and hostility.

This anxiety and

hostility can stimulate feelings of guilt in parent and/or teacher, and
can also raise a host of other negative feelings that might be so
scattered that even the original point of contention is forgotten, leav¬
ing only a defensive and unpleasant feeling about the conference in
both parties.

Training for the parent/teacher conference.

Parents, teachers, admin¬

istrators, parent educators, and entire school systems seem to be show¬
ing an increased interest in parent/teacher conferences.

A large

selection of handbooks and guides to parent/teacher conferences is
testimony to this fact.
Some of these publications have been developed as a result of
in-service programs in specific schools, while others have been
developed by individuals engaged in various research efforts.

In addi¬

tion, professional organizations have published parent/teacher guides;
these organizations include the National Education Association, Child
Study Association of America, and National Association for Nursery
Education.

Finally, individual authors who have produced works pertain¬

ing to school/community relations or home/school relations usually
include a section or chapter covering parent/teacher conferences.
The authors of these publications seem to agree on what choices
teachers can make to assure that a conference with a parent will be
maximally productive.
include:

The most frequently cited recommendations

putting the parent at ease; listening carefully; stressing

how important communication between home and school can be; stressing
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the mutual benefits of home/school cooperation; giving the parents
useful information, and making sure that they understand that informa¬
tion; ending the conference on a positive note.
The various publications also stressed that teachers ought to be
sensitive to the possibility that parents are often fearful of such
conferences, either because of their own response to schools, or
because they equate a meeting with a teacher with negative reports about
the child.

This prevalent parent education ought to be anticipated by

the teacher, who should be consistently confident, reassuring, sup¬
portive, and encouraging.
If teachers are to be expected to conduct successful conferences
with parents, it is necessary for them to experience parent/teacher con¬
ferences during their preparation to become teachers.

However, Sarason,

Davidson, and Blatt (1962, p. 4) conducted a survey of parents and school
professionals, and they state conclusively that teachers do not receive
pre-service training in talking with parents about children.

They also

say:
One would think that a function which all teachers are
expected to perform would have been studied in a way so as
to ascertain the effectiveness of and problems attendant
to its execution. Unfortunately, this is not the case. In
the absence of such studies, we can only fall back on our
experiences, and the experiences of others, based on our
discussions with many teachers, principals, and parents.
Such experiences lead us to state that many teachers are
acutely aware that their interactions with parents are
far from simple, frequently unsatisfactory to both teacher
and parent, and often approached on both sides with a mix¬
ture of suspicion, mistrust, and resignation (p. 5).
Administrators seem to be reluctant to allow student teachers to
participate in meetings with parents, primarily because they are
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uncertain as to how an inexperienced participant like the student
teacher might affect the parents' relationship with the school.

This

line of reasoning fails to deal with the impact that an inexperienced
person, with no training in conferencing, will have on the parents he
or she meets once teacher certification is approved.
In speaking of this dilemma, Stratemeyer and Lindsey (1958)
comment that "it is unfortunate that so many cooperating teachers shy
away from sharing with students their contacts with parents and homes"
(p. 191).

They go on to point out that contacts between parents and

student teachers are important for the student teachers, and they sug¬
gest a variety of ways in which the school can provide controlled forums
for such interaction to take place.

They recommend that the cooperating

teacher make every effort to include the student teacher in meetings
with parents whenever possible, but they do warn that
. . . not all contacts lend themselves to sharing with even
one additional person. There may be times when it is unwise
to have a student teacher join a conference with a parent or
to accompany you (the cooperating teacher) on a home visit
(p. 190).
The authors emphasize that the student teacher can take part in
planning for the conference by collecting evidence of progress, helping
to decide on issues to be discussed, helping to determine the purposes
of the conference, and getting materials together.

In addition to tak¬

ing part in these preparations, the student teacher can be called upon
to help evaluate the relative success of the conference.

Finally, they

argue that student teachers can better understand children if they are
sometimes included in parent meetings, room meetings, special occasions,
and home visits.
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There is considerable agreement in the literature that student
teachers, and practicing teachers, require some sort of training that
specifically addresses the situations that arise in conferences with
parents (Avery and Russell, 1980; Halliwell, et al., 1979; Ohles,
1979; Perske and Smith, 1977; Randolph and Randolph, 1978).
Friedman (1980) notes that teachers can often handle conferences
with little or no difficulty, despite their lack of specific training.
However, he stresses that teachers frequently feel that they have
failed when they have to conduct conferences that necessarily include
sensitive topics which cause the parent anguish, or cause a fundamental
disagreement between parent and teacher.

An example of such an

inflammatory issue might be the academic, social, or physical problems
that a child might be encountering, according to the teacher.

Friedman

(1980) believes that the issue of blame does not belong in the confer¬
ence, and that the teacher ought to focus on the remedies for the prob¬
lem, rather than on whose fault it is that the child is experiencing
specific difficulties.
Friedman (1980) does not suggest this glibly.

He recognizes that

"persistence, even though a series of . . . awkward exchanges (along
with) patience, skill, endurance, and the ability to discuss conflicts
openly can actually strengthen the partnership between teacher and
parent."
Hymes (1953) comments that effective training in parent/teacher
conferencing helps teachers, and helps parents, but, even more to the
point, helps children.

While the techniques imparted to teachers to
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manage a conference with a parent pertain essentially to adults, the
children are the ones who benefit the most (Hymes, 1953).

From this

basic understanding, Hymes stresses that home/school relations have two
broad goals.

The first is to help teachers and parents to understand

the children involved, and the second is to establish for both adult
parties what exactly constitutes a good education for the child in
question.
When these two goals are achieved, and parent and teacher are
working together as a united team, children gain in two ways.

Their

life is richer, fuller, and more nourishing, and they have consistent
guidelines to follow both in school and outside of school.

Both these

conditions create a situation conducive to allowing the children to
live up to the peak of their powers (p. 9, paraphrase).
Some literature specifically addresses the connections that evolve
as a result of positive interaction between parent and teacher.

The

chart on the following page, from Rich, Van Dien, and Mattox (1979),
helps to clarify specific links between parent involvement and the
child's performance in school (p. 30).

The chart illustrates the

importance of parent involvement in leading to student achievement.
In addition, the chart clarifies specific linkages between parent
involvement and child performance in school.

The parent as a tutor

model indicates these effects of the parent as a tutor:
1.

Increased motivation of the child.

2.

Increased skills of the child.

3.

Improved self-image of the parent.

These chains are described in the chart.
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Chain A

Chain B

Child Motivation

Child Skill

Chain C
Parent Self-Image

Parent learns how to teach
own child

I
Parent gives child individual
attention and teaches child new skills
Child sees that Parent
perceives education as
important

Parent perceives
own new competence,
Communicates con¬
fidence and fate
control to child
Child learns skills better
Child feels confi
dent he/she can
perform

Child is motivated to
succeed in school

Child performs better on exams

Figure 1.

Parents as learners and as tutors of their own children.
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Since there is abundant evidence that parent/teacher interaction
can enhance the child's academic performance and general attitude
regarding school, the absence of pre-service and in-service training
to prepare teachers to adequately involve parents becomes an even more
glaring omission in college curriculum and training programs nation¬
wide.

While pre-service teacher training programs may allude to the

rising tendency of parents to become involved in the formal education
of their children (Meighan, 1981), there does not appear to be any
successful, operational program in place that equips student teachers
to confer with parents effectively.

This is the case, despite the

overwhelming evidence pointing to the importance of training designed
to help teachers master the art of conferencing.
Epson (1955) supports and justifies pre-service programs designed
to help teachers with conferences by stating:
Since teacher education institutions seldom offer courses
in conference techniques, teachers will have had no pre¬
service training in the field (p. 91).
There is a range of literature devoted to the content of such a
course.

D1Evelyn (1957) was an early pioneer in pointing out areas of

training for parent/teacher conferences.

Research is needed into

experiences which can give in-service teachers an understanding of the
values and enjoyment of parent/teacher contacts.
D'Evelyn (1957) presents a highly illustrative series of examples
of hypothetical conferences in dialogue form, each of which is fol¬
lowed by analyses and conclusions.

She has also emphasized how impor¬

tant it is for the teacher to thoroughly prepare for the conference.
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This preparation, according to D'Evelyn, should consist of gathering
background information, collecting evidence of the child's progress, or
lack of progress, and thinking through procedures to help the child
continue to improve.

All are essential steps for a teacher to take to

assure that the conference with the parent can be successful.
In addition to listing the above approach to preparing for the
conference, D'Evelyn presents nineteen general guides to conferring
with parents, and she supplies an accompanying rationale to give a
clear understanding of conference procedure.

In fact, this presenta¬

tion is the clearest found in the course of this literature review.
While D'Evelyn stresses the important steps to take to assure a
productive conference, other writers also have published articles
covering steps and behaviors that teachers should either engage in or
avoid in conducting parent conferences.

Lonsdale (1955) listed ten

successful techniques in conferring, and one of these recommends that
the teacher make "no attempt to tell Mrs. Jones how to manage family
life" (p. 79).

This is in keeping with the general theme in the

literature which emphasizes the need for teachers to avoid appearing
authoritative in manner or speech, since such a demeanor may jeopardize
whatever rapport might potentially develop or exist between the parent
and the teacher.
Teachers who have the benefit of training in the art of conducting
a successful conference with a parent would be likely to be taught
that:
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Successful counseling depends on the relationship between
the parent and teacher. It must be a relationship that
permits the parent to express his thoughts and feelings
with the knowledge that he will be listened to and under¬
stood by a sympathetic and accepting person, who, in under¬
standing and accepting, helps him, in turn, to understand
and accept both himself and his child (D'Evelyn, 1957,
p. 97).
In addition, the following emphasis on listening would be indispensable
in a useful training course for teachers learning how to conduct con¬
ferences with parents:
Most teachers talk too much. ... If they realize that
listening may be the greatest help to both parent and
teacher, and that the success of an interview depends upon
how much the parent gains in insight and intent, rather
than on how much he is told, they will feel less impelled
to give unsolicited advice (p. 56).
These same authors advocate training programs that teach teachers
to be frank, but positive, in their meetings with parents.

They stress

that teachers who present their concerns in a constructive fashion will
find that the parents involved are more receptive, even to less pleasant
information.

They also note that there is no "rule of thumb" or

"prescription" for conducting a conference with a parent.

They do feel,

however, that the teacher who is sensitive throughout the conference
will enjoy the highest rate of success in meeting with parents.

This

sensitivity is not a nebulous concept, but rather the ability to listen,
observe facial expressions and body language during the conference, and
summarize the main points of the conference in order to "reinforce any
insight the parent might have contributed," or repeat any plan that the
parent might suggest.

The final gesture ought consistently to be a

cordial and honest invitation to the parent to return for further meet¬
ings.
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Teachers who are taught the above types of responses can conduct
conferences effectively.

If they are, in addition, taught to prepare

for the conference by following certain simple procedures that do not
intrude on the personal choices that the teacher might want to make,
then the teachers are even better prepared for the obligation of carry¬
ing out a successful conference.

For example, these procedures could

include planning for the conference by sending the parent a letter,
containing suggested topics for discussion which gives the parent
the unusual opportunity of planning for what the teacher wants to
cover.
In addition, it is suggested that the child be made aware of the
conference and its goals.

It is also recommended that the child be

asked if he or she has any specific contributions that could be
included in the content of the conference.

After the conference, the

teacher would meet with the child in order to reinforce the shared con¬
cern of parent and teacher alike for his or her welfare.

At this time,

the child's strong and weak points can be discussed in the context of
the support structure provided by such parent/teacher cooperation.
Because all parents are not alike, suggestions are provided in the
pamphlets for working successfully with "the timid parent, the critical
parent, the worried parent, and the egotistical parent" (p. 32).

It is

believed that, in every instance, evaluation after each conference is
an important step toward improving skills in conferring with parents,
and is also a crucial step in training pre-service teachers to conduct
a solid conference with a parent.

The follow-up procedure of recording
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what took place and contacting the parent to report progress resulting
from the conference is strongly recommended.
Ginott (1972) stresses that teachers need to be trained to avoid
speaking in adjectives, relying on professional lingo to assess the
child's personality traits, or dwelling on past wrong-doings.

Rather,

the teacher must be trained to concretely describe where improvement
is needed, and then delineate the specific skills or behavior that need
attention at home and/or at school.

Ginott (1972) stresses that by

using samples of the child's work and stories of the child's behavior,
the teacher can characterize the child's strengths and weaknesses in an
honest but tactful fashion.
Well-trained teachers can join with parents to diagnose and
prescribe for meeting children's needs, and to effect change when
necessary.

This course of action is supported by Kowitz and Kowitz

(1971), who note that an important way to reduce parent/teacher con¬
flict is to have them share the burden, and studiously avoid the issue
of who is at fault for a child's behavior.

Rather, time and energy

ought to be directed at finding a solution to the problem.

Kowitz and

Kowitz also agree that teachers must be prepared to remain encouraging,
supportive, and respectful in dealing with the parents.
Inevitably, not all parents will behave rationally.

Stoops and

Coogan (1964) state that the best way to deal with an irate parent is
to allow a cooling off period for a few hours, if possible.

However,

if the teacher is not trained in this approach, and this cannot be
accomplished skillfully, it is best to see the parent immediately,
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rather than put that parent off to another time.

The teacher will

ultimately expend less energy and experience less frustration if he or
she grants parents a viable forum to express their views (Kowitz and
Kowitz, 1971).
Stoops and Coogan (1964) stress that the teacher who is con¬
fronted by an irate parent ought to remain controlled, speak in a
moderate, low voice, and listen with interest to what the parent has to
say.

The focus of the problem ought to consistently be directed away

from specific people and toward viable resolution for the problem.

If

the parent's anger escalates at this point, the teacher needs to be
sufficiently trained in managing such interviews to terminate the dis¬
cussion politely and suggest that he or she will be available to the
parent again for another conference when the parent is feeling more
inclined to discuss the issues reasonably.

The teacher also ought to

be instructed to immediately report the incident to whatever supervisor
is appropriate--the department chairperson, the guidance office, or the
administration.
Pickens (1978) supports the previous studies, in that she maintains
that the teacher ought to be taught to present an open, friendly,
accepting environment to the parent who is coming to the school for a
conference.

Pickens also stresses how important it is for the teacher

to prepare for the meeting ahead of time, and to create a physical
environment that is conducive to effective and mutually supportive con¬
versation about the child.
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Hymes (1953) is the most explicit in recommending that having
parents in the classroom ought to be considered an ordinary event by
parent, child, and teacher, and that observations made by the parent
who visits the class can be extremely useful in the parent/teacher con¬
ference.

If teachers are trained to accept parents in the classroom

as a source of support rather than as a potential source of under¬
mining or interruptions, then teachers might, in turn, find parents to
be more supportive of educational and developmental plans designed to
meet even the most sensitive needs of the children.
Summary.

There is a paucity of information regarding precisely which

activities have been shown to significantly improve teacher conferenc¬
ing skills.

This limited amount of information can be attributed to a

variety of conditions.

"Conferencing between teachers and parents is

not seen to be at the heart of teaching activities.

It is, in fact,

seen by most as a secondary task. . . .Also, conferencing involves a
body of skills which may be seen as outside of the usual disciplines of
education, so education researchers and theorists do not have the notion
of conferencing as a focus in their universes of interest" (Rundberg,
1979).
That conferencing skills might be seen as an area of inquiry
unrelated to education research per se has been mentioned earlier in
this study.

In fact, research in communication is the most fertile

area where studies have been done to show which skills are the most
useful in establishing effective meetings between adults.

However,

these studies simply do not concern themselves with the specific issue
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of the interview between the parent and the teacher in a conference
regarding a child.
Another reason for the lack of literature may be that what
has been written has either been so inconclusive or so
uninspiring that it has failed to trigger the imaginations
of researchers and theorists. Also, such people may not
have had much demand for help about conferencing. Finally,
much of the research that is currently done relies on fund¬
ing from external sources. The interpersonal nature of
parent/teacher conferences is remote from the macrocosmic view of funding agencies (Rundberg, 1979).
Communication skills for the study.

Despite this acknowledged set of

severe limitations, the review of literature conducted for this study
did give the researcher fundamental information necessary to finding
a justifiable course of action to take in choosing a particular set of
skills to focus on, and then choosing a package to present and evaluate
those skills.

There were a number of common themes and specific skills

that could be identified in the literature, and it was from those com¬
mon themes that the researcher isolated the skills—i.e., attending,
listening, initiating, responding—that would constitute the substance
of this work.
Carkhuff's model (1969) for the development of communication skills
in teachers for the purpose of improving their ability to conduct con¬
ferences seems to be the model that forms the basis for most of the
limited research done in the field of communication and conferencing.
Carkhuff advocates an approach to training teachers to communicate more
effectively in conferences with parents which incorporates four pivotal
communication skills.
listening.

These are:

attending; responding; initiating,
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These four skills are presented by Carkhuff as the responsibility
of the teacher, not the parent.

Prichard (1977) concurs.

She argues

that Carkhuff is correct in his conviction that the responsibility for
conducting a successful conference lies with the teacher.

In addition,

she believes that the teacher requires training in this regard, and that
it ought not to be assumed that the teacher comes by the necessary
skills simply through professional or personal experience.

While

Prichard (1977) does make the highly general recommendation that teach¬
ers be trained in counseling, she specifically stresses the importance
of imparting to teachers the four communications skills that Carkhuff
focuses on:

attending; responding; initiating; and listening.

The publications of particular professional organizations devote
certain small sections to the parent/teacher conference, and the con¬
sensus of opinions of those writers is that teachers ought to conduct
conferences with parents in such a way as to incorporate the following
areas:

listening; giving the parent useful information; making sure

they understand the information; putting the parent at ease; and showing
the benefits of mutual cooperation.

Although, with the exception of

"listening," these areas are fairly nebulous, there are connections that
can be made between this encouraging behavior, and the skills that are
advocated by Carkhuff (1969) and Prichard (1977).
For example, "giving the parent useful information" can be associ¬
ated with "initiating" and "responding."

If the teacher initiates the

conference by giving useful information to the parent and then responds
to the parent by providing further useful information, then the
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conference has a better chance of being successful.

In addition,

"putting the parent at ease" can be associated with "attending," for
"attending" requires that the teacher be cognizant of the parent's
nonverbal communication.

"Showing the benefits of mutual cooperation"

is also part of "responding," and of "initiating" as well, for the
teacher may have to consistently reinforce the parent's initial and con¬
tinued participation by showing in useful, concrete terms exactly how
the child benefits from parent/teacher communication.
Since these basic skills formulate the foundation for the type of
improved communication that is encouraged in some of the professional
publications available, the researcher determined these skills to be
worth focusing on for a number of reasons.
The first reason is that there is strong support for the premise
that these skills are central to training teachers how to conduct effec¬
tive and successful conferences (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Carkhuff,
1969, Prichard, 1977).

The second reason is that the literature which

encourages the training of teachers in particular skills identifies
skills that are clearly congruent with the four major areas stressed
by Carkhuff.
Listening is indispensable if the teacher intends to manage a
successful meeting with a parent (Bailard and Strang, 1964; Chilman,
1971).

Since there is abundant evidence that listening has been

identified as a necessary skill in the conferencing process, it is
unnecessary to explore here the extent to which listening can be fur¬
ther identified as a component of other, more general behavior that
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researchers have recommended to teachers.

However, attending can be

included in literature pertaining to listening (Rundberg, 1979).

There¬

fore, this researcher concludes that those researchers who advise
teachers to listen carefully are also encouraging them to pay attention
to all of the signals that may be coming from the parent (D1Evelyn,
1954; Grissom, 1971; Hunter, 1967).
The isolated examples of literature that refer, in some fashion,
to the four communication areas stressed in this study represent the
bulk of the literature cited in this review in that they stress the
importance of one or more of the communication skills targeted in the
training package adopted by the researcher.

The direct or indirect

emphasis on these four basic areas of communication skills led the
researcher to seek a package that would address all of these skills
in equal measure.
The package developed by Far West Laboratories was selected
because it focuses on the common areas of concern identified through
the review of literature.

These areas of concern are:

how the

teacher starts a conference; how a teacher responds to verbal and non¬
verbal communication from the parent; how a teacher listens to a parent.
The fact that the Far West Laboratories package was chosen does not
mean that this researcher had a wide selection of in-service communi¬
cation skills programs geared to developing the skills necessary for
training teachers how to manage a successful conference with a
parent.

Quite the contrary.

The review of literature made it clear

that the handful of controlled studies which have been conducted have
used essentially the same fundamental approaches throughout.
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The majority of pertinent journal articles constitute what amount
to biographical accounts of how best to construct and control the
parent/teacher conference.

Relatively few studies directly address the

issue of providing teachers with in-service training in communication
for the express purpose of improving their conferencing skills.

Given

this paucity of conclusive and significant research, the researcher
matched the goals of the Far West package with the concerns of the
significant studies reported in the literature and determined that the
goals of the package were relevant to the concerns expressed by
researchers who have published work in this area of teacher training.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study is designed to evaluate a curriculum which is intended
to help teachers improve their communication skills in order to conduct
more effective teacher conferences.

The curriculum was offered to

twenty Headstart teachers in New York City, all of whom agreed to par¬
ticipate voluntarily.
The purpose of this study is to determine whether a curriculum,
focusing on communication skills, might produce measureable and notice¬
able improvements in the parent/teacher conference.

Through the study

and the evaluation, it is hoped that evidence will be produced to show
if the curriculum is valuable, and, if so, in what areas the curriculum
helps teachers to improve their communication with parents.
The intent of this study is to offer in-service training which can
help the teacher understand the purposes and dynamics of the parent/
teacher conference.

The knowledge and skills acquired will be used in

an actual conference between a parent and a teacher.

During training,

each teacher is expected to explore the process of establishing a work¬
ing relationship with parents, giving and eliciting information, and
engaging in problem-solving with parents, so that the future of the
child is considered by both parties.

This in-service training is

expected to create respect for and understanding of the parents as well
as develop a set of communication skills in the teachers.
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Design of the Study
Each teacher participates in ten (10) two-hour training sessions
designed to increase the effectiveness of communication in the parent/
teacher conference.
Data were collected from two samples of parents.

One group pro¬

vided data before the teacher training and the second provided data
after the training.

Parents were randomly selected.

While it would have been ideal to use the same group of parents
in the pre- and post-tests to minimize the error variance, this design
was chosen in order to reduce the likelihood that parents' responses
might be affected by their responses to the first pre-training con¬
ferences.

Further, since the analysis of teacher conference behavior

was based on the group's average, the decision to use different parent
populations constitutes a more rigorous and conservative test of the
effects of the in-service parent conferencing training based on the use
of counseling techniques.
Sample
Teachers.

Participants, totaling twenty (20) teachers employed in New

York City's Headstart Program, had to meet the following criteria:
New York City Certified Teachers, currently employed as teachers in the
New York Headstart Program.

These participants were enlisted as a

result of a letter of inquiry (see Appendix B) that was sent to ten (10)
Headstart Directors, eight of whom responded with the names of two or
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three teachers nominated from their respective programs to participate
in the in-service training.

The sample included 11 Black and 9 Hispanic

teachers, who ranged in age from 22 to 35 years.

All were from approxi¬

mately the same socioeconomic level, as determined by their incomes,
which were between $12,500 and $14,500.

All participants were from

Headstart programs located throughout the Bronx, New York.

All parti¬

cipants had earned Bachelor's degrees, and 10 participants had Master
of Arts degrees in Education.
Parents.

Participants, totaling forty (40) parents, represented a

wide range of educational, occupational and theoretical viewpoints.

A

special consideration was that each parent had a child enrolled in
Headstart.

All were approximately in the same socioeconomic level

since Headstart requires a poverty level index to be eligible for the
program.

All lived in the Bronx.
Instrumentation

The instrument for this research was designed by the researcher
for this study.

It was simply titled, "Parent/Teacher Conference

Questionnaire," and was administered to parents after they concluded
their conference with the teacher.

A copy of the questionnaire may be

found in Appendix A.
As is customary in the preparation of the instrument, the
researcher incorporated the following four sources:

personal observa¬

tion and experience with parents and teachers interacting in, and
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reacting to, conferences; the four areas of communication that were
addressed in the training sessions; the results and reactions of the
pilot test that was administered; the review of literature that was
conducted for the purposes of this study.
The development of the questionnaire required that a method be
developed to assure that each of the four areas of communication would
be tested for in a viable fashion.
included:

These four areas of communication

listening; attending; initiating; responding.

Their

responses to each questionnaire reveal the degree to which the parents
perceived the teacher's use of that particular skill.
In order to ascertain the clarity and usefulness of the instru¬
ment, a pilot study was field tested.

The teachers and parents were

drawn from the same population as the teacher and parents who were used
in the actual study.

Headstart teachers of pre-school children met with

the parents of their students, and the parents evaluated the teachers
immediately following the conference.

The teachers involved received

no training in communication skills that might have enhanced their
ability to conduct an interview with a parent.
There were several specific steps that had to be taken in order to
conduct this pilot study.
pate.

First, six teachers were chosen to partici¬

Those six teachers randomly chose the particular parents that

would participate.

Each parent was informed by the researcher that he

or she would be filling out a questionnaire that was designed to show
the teacher's strengths and weaknesses in conducting the confer¬
ence.
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Immediately following the conference with the teacher, the
researcher escorted the parents into a private room.

In that room,

the researcher advised the parent that absolute privacy was assured,
and that the researcher would be available for help if any of the ques¬
tions seemed unclear.

No interruptions were permitted while the parent

was filling out the questionnaire and the researcher remained outside
the room, readily available in the event that the parent had any ques¬
tions about the meaning of a particular question.
Parents who participated did ask the researcher for explanations
of certain questions.

It seemed that certain questions required

re-wording in order for the parents of that particular education and
socioeconomic level to adequately grasp their meaning.

Therefore, the

wording was changed in certain of the questions to make the meaning
more clear to the parents participating in the study.

Aside from this

set of changes, however, the instrument remained intact.

The researcher

found that the questions did elicit suitable responses which indicated
the degree to which teachers were observed to use certain communication
skills.
Since the parents participating in the study comprised an essen¬
tially homogeneous group in terms of their socioeconomic and educa¬
tional background, it was deemed unnecessary to request that the
parents identify their social, economic, or educational history.
The parents were simply required to note their identification number,
along with the date and time, before responding to the question¬
naire.
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In constructing the response categories, the researcher included
a range of options that were designed to anticipate the potential range
of opinions that the participants might want to express.

This range

was incorporated at the pilot test phase and remained unchanged in the
actual study conducted.

The options provided were:

"Strongly Agree,"

"Agree," "Mildly Agree," "No Opinion," "Mildly Disagree," "Disagree,"
"Strongly Disagree."

It was determined that the opportunity to

"Mildly Agree" or "Mildly Disagree" would give added freedom to the
respondent in instances where he or she might otherwise have opted to
check the "No Opinion" square.
The final form of the questionnaire used in the study can be found
in Appendix A.

Please refer to that sample for further clarification

regarding the content or the format of the final product.
Training.

The treatment consisted of ten two-hour training sessions

on the four communication skills.

The content of the training is

described in Appendix C.
The training design was drawn from a program developed by Far West
Laboratories.
study.

This program focuses on the four skills central to the

Only minor modifications were made in their program for this

study.
In talking with representatives of Far West Laboratories, this
researcher found that the program had been used in a number of settings
but that no research had been conducted as to its effectiveness.

Conse¬

quently, this study represents the first experimental test of the pro¬
gram.
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Procedures
The following steps were taken in the implementation of the
study:
Step #1:

Communication with Headstart Teachers
-- Presented the purpose of the study, the design
of the training program and give details to
all teachers in an orientation session.

Step #2:

Scheduling of Training
-- Informed teachers of the next meeting date.
-- Letter to each student registered for the
training, including goal and syllabus of train¬
ing.
-- Letter to each parent explaining their role
(see Appendix B).

Step #3:

Pre-Test Measure
-- Each teacher held an actual parent/teacher
conference. Immediately after the conference,
a pre-test measure was given to the parent.

Step #4:

Training
-- Experimental group received training for a
period of ten (10) two-hour sessions.

Step #5:

Post-Testing
-- The parent questionnaire was administered to
parents in the experimental group after they
had received the training.
Limitations of the Study

This study is designed to examine and evaluate an in-service
training curriculum in communication skills for teachers to use in
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conferencing with parents.

The curriculum in this study covers only

four communication skills areas.

These are:

responding; attending;

listening; initiating.
The research will not address the length of time that subjects
have been employed as Headstart teachers, or the differences between
the individual teachers' training and preparation.
While teachers from a wider variety of backgrounds and ethnic
groups would have been more desirable, the availability of teachers to
participate in such a study is complicated, and therefore limited, by
myriad union regulations.
In addition, some teachers participating might have been coerced
into doing so by their administrators which, in turn, may have made
them feel negatively about the training.

Also, teacher attitudes may

have been adversely affected by the fact that they had to travel three
to five miles to the sessions.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter is presented and organized in keeping with both the
respective research questions that were posed, and with each of the
hypotheses.

The purpose of the tests conducted was to determine the

differential effects of providing in-service training to teachers in
the four following communications areas:
responding; initiating.

listening; attending;

The relative presence or absence of these

skills in each teacher was measured through the use of a common ques¬
tionnaire completed by parents who participated in conferences.
The major dependent variable--teacher effectiveness in the four
communication skills--was measured in a pre-post design of a parent
questionnaire administered following the conference between parent and
teacher.

(Please see Appendix A, Figure 1, for a sample copy of the

questionnaire.)

At this juncture, it is appropriate to point out that

this researcher anticipated the possibility that parents who received
poor reports from teachers might evaluate the teacher's conferencing
skills in a negative fashion--even in cases where the specific modes
of communication were highly acceptable according to the criteria
established in this study.

In order to counteract the possibility

that parents who received negative evaluations of their children might
negatively evaluate the teacher, the majority of teachers consistently
said positive things about each child, both before and after the
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communication skills training sessions.

This positive approach was

taken according to the teacher's own self-assessment.

Since the atti¬

tudes of the teacher remained primarily positive, even in cases where
the child received a negative report, variations in parents' attitudes
toward teachers could have possibly been attributed to the negative or
positive nature of the report itself.
Analysis Overview
A total of five-hundred (500) pairs of scores were collected and
analyzed statistically in order to determine the presence or absence
of a significant relationship or correlation in the case of each type
of communication skill.

Data were collected from parents both before

and after the participants engaged in the training sessions.

There

were forty (40) parent subjects (20 pre and 20 post) responding to an
objective questionnaire with twenty-five (25) items.

The questionnaire

was designed to indicate the parents' opinions of the teachers' pro¬
ficiency in skills that represent the following communication areas:
attending; responding; initiating; listening.
Immediately following a conference with a teacher, each parent
subject was asked to indicate what he or she felt best reflected the
teacher's behavior during the conference.

Parents had a choice of

seven (7) possible responses to each question:

"Strongly Agree,"

"Agree," "Mildly Agree," "Have No Opinion," "Mildly Disagree,"
"Disagree," "Strongly Disagree."

Each response was given a numerical

value ranging from one (1) to seven (7).
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This made it possible for interval data to be accumulated.

In

order to avoid response bias, the questions were alternatively posed in
either positive or negative statements.

Therefore, a good performance

by a teacher might be indicated by a "Strongly Agree" or a "Strongly
Disagree."

The scores reported were all converted to reflect positive

responses.

This was done so a higher score would consistently reflect

greater skill.
The means and standard deviation of data for each response cate¬
gory were calculated for both pre- and post-training session responses.
Furthermore, the means for each item on the pre- and post-test were
recorded.
The test used for determining the statistical significance between
means for pre- and post-training was the matched/correlated t-tests.
This test was used because the same teachers were rated, both pre- and
post-training.

This t-test was computed in order to determine the

nature of any change in the mean ratings of teachers' conference
behavior between the pre- and post-training sessions.

The significance

level was set at P < .05 for the study.
As is evident in the following set of tables, the means of the
pre-training and post-training test groups do in fact differ for most
items and overall for each of the four categories.
Responding
In the "Responding" category, the difference between teachers'
assessed communication skills before and after training proved
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to be statistically significant in five out of the six relevant items.
In this section, the responses to the items will be presented in order
of the significance that was achieved.
Significance at the .001 level was achieved in the case of Item #9,
as detailed in Table 1.

This item requested that the parent show if

the teacher summarized what the parent had said during the course of
the conference.
Table 1 identifies which items showed statistical significance at
the .01 level, also.

In the "Responding" category, the items that

showed a significant difference between the assessments made before and
after in-service training included Items #10 and #12, respectively.
Item #10 asked the parent to show if the teacher and parent had identi¬
fied a future plan for the child, and Item #12 required the parent to
show if the teacher had acquainted the parent with the student's needs
at school.
As noted in Table 1, the difference between the assessments of
the teachers was significant at the .05 level in Item #6 and Item #8.
Item #6 asked the evaluator to assess how positively the teacher
responded to the parent's feelings.
negative finding in the study.

Item #8 had the only significantly

This item asked the parent if the

teacher had confronted the parent on and differences of opinion they
may have had.

The negative correlation for this item suggests that

teachers were perceived as less apt to confront parents after the
training.

Teachers may have avoided confrontation or their improved

communication skills may have led them to be able to point out
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differences in the way that did not seem to confront parents.

It is

also possible that this is a weak or confusing item, so that the results
of the item represent problems with the wording of the item rather than
the teachers' skill.

The word "confrontation" may be associated with

poor communication skills rather than with directness, which is a posi¬
tive skill.
The only item in this section that did not show a statistical
difference between pre- and post-training session evaluations was
Item #7.

This item asked parents if the teacher often ignored their

feelings, preferring to shift the focus of the conference to the
teacher's own concerns.
Table 1 on the following page shows that when the matched t-test
was applied to the means for the total number of pre- and post-training
items in the "Responding" category, the difference between the pre¬
training and post-training scores was statistically significant.
Table 2 shows that when the matched t-test was applied to the means
for the total number of pre- and post-training items in the "Responding"
category, the difference between the pre-training and post-training
scores was statistically significant.
Summary.

These data indicate significant changes as a result of

training in parent perceptions of teachers' responding skills during
conferences.

The most significant changes in the "Responding" category

was the teachers' tendency to summarize what the parent said during the
conference and their more positive response to parents' feelings.
Teachers conferencing also significantly improved in identifying student
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TABLE 2
MEANS OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
"RESPONDING"
Pre (n = 20); Post (n = 20)

ITEM

6

7

8

9

10

12

PRE

5.70

5.60

4.90

3.70

4.95

4.85

POST

6.55

6.25

3.20

6.05

6.30

6.20

Total Items' Means:

Pre -- 4.95
Post -- 5.73

T-Value:

3.76
P < .05
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needs at school for parents and sharing a future plan for the child.
A significant negative correlation was found for teachers' confronta¬
tions of differences in opinion with parents.

This negative correla¬

tion may actually be desirable if parents saw "confrontation" as negati ve.

Listening
The items that measured the pre- and post-training listening
skills of the teachers showed that overall statistically significant
positive changes took place in the teachers' ability to listen and com¬
municate.

Four items, out of a total of seven items in this category,

indicate significant differences between pre- and post-training assess¬
ments.

The responses to the relevant items will be presented in order

of the significance that was achieved.
Both Item #17 and Item #19 showed significance at the .01 level,
which is indicated in Table 3 of Appendix D.

Item #17 asked the parent

to judge if the teacher misunderstood what the parent was saying.

And

finally, the clearly stated point of Item #19 was to determine if the
parent gained a lot of information as a result of attending the con¬
ference with the teacher.
Table 3 indicates the range of data collected regarding the
responses made on pre- and post-test questionnaires, and specifically
shows that Items #18 and #21 proved to be statistically significant
at the .05 level.

Item #18 asked the parent to indicate the degree to

which the teacher strongly dominated the interview.

Item #21 asked the
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parent assessing the teacher if the parent felt "put down" during the
course of the conference.
For each of the remaining items in the "Listening" category
(Items #15, #16, #20), the results were not significant at the minimum
P < .05 level.

Item #15 required the parent to determine whether he

or she had better feelings for the teacher before the conference.
Item #16 asked, in turn, if the parent had better feelings for the
teacher after the conference.

Finally, Item #20 required the parent to

indicate if he or she felt that the teacher could not see anything
right with his or her child.
In Table 3, it is clear that the matched t-test, applied to the
means for the total number of pre- and post-training items in the
"Listening" category, showed that there was a statistically significant
difference between the pre- and post-training scores when the matched
t-test was applied to the data.
In Table 4, it is clear that the matched t-test, applied to the
means for the total number of pre- and post-training items in the
"Listening" category, showed that there was a statistically signifi¬
cant difference between the pre-training and post-training scores when
the matched t-test was applied to the data for this category (P < .05).
Summary.

These data also indicated significant changes in parent per¬

ceptions of teachers' listening skills during conferences as a result
of training.

The most significant changes in the "Listening" category

were on the items which said that teachers seemed to understand what
parents were saying and parents gained more from the conference.
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TABLE 4
MEANS OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
"LISTENING"
Pre (n = 20); Post (n = 20)

ITEM

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

PRE

4.85

5.40

4.95

4.65

5.00

5.80

5.80

POST

4.05

5.80

6.45

5.75

6.55

6.20

6.40

Total Items 1 Means:

Pre -- 5.20
Post -- 5.88

T-Value:

2.45
P < .05'
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Teachers helped parents not to feel put down and did not dominate the
conference.

Attending
In the category measuring how parents perceived the ability of
teachers to communicate in a fashion identified as "Attending," the
difference between the assessments made on the pre- and post-training
questionnaires was significant in four out of the six cases.

As in the

previous two sub-sections of this chapter, the responses to the items
will be presented, in order of the degree of significance that was
achieved.
The item within the "Attending" category on which training had the
greatest effect was Item #2 (significant at the .001 level) which asked
the parent to indicate if the teacher avoided eye contact with the
parent during the course of the conference.

(See Table 5.)

Table 5 indicates the three specific questions that were signifi¬
cant at the .01 level.

The first of these was Item #1, which asked the

parent to judge if the teacher "sat uneasy" facing the parent while the
conference was being conducted.

The next was Item #5, which required

that the parent state if his or her ideas were not accepted very well
by the teacher.

The final item that fell within the category of ques¬

tions pertaining to "Attending" was Item #14.

Item #14 simply

requested that the parent state if the teacher made the parent feel
comfortable.
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The remaining items in the "Attending" category did not achieve
a significant difference as a result of communication skills training.
The two items in this category were Item #3, which asked if the teacher
encouraged the parent to talk during the conference, and Item #4,
which required that the parent indicate if the teacher allowed his or
her enough time to respond adequately to the questions that were being
posed in the course of the interview.
Table 6, shown on the following page, makes clear that there were
statistically significant differences between pre- and post-training
scores when the matched t-test was applied to the collected data.
Summary.

These data indicate significant changes in parent perceptions

of teachers' attending skills during conferences as a result of train¬
ing.

The most significant change in the "Attending" category was in

maintaining eye contact.

Teachers showed a significant gain in accept¬

ing parents' ideas, sat comfortably during the conference, and, in
turn, made the parent feel comfortable.

Training did not appear to

significantly alter parents' perceptions of teachers' ability to
encourage and provide significant time for them to talk or respond.
Initiating
An analysis of the data generated from these items on the question¬
naire that addressed the communication skill of "Initiating" shows that
there was a significant difference between the evaluations that were
made of teachers before they had the benefit of in-service training,
and the evaluations which followed in-service training.

Once again,
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TABLE 6
MEANS OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
"ATTENDING"
Pre (n = 20); Post (n = 20)

ITEM

1

2

3

4

5

14

PRE

4.65

4.40

5.00

5.85

5.05

5.55

POST

6.30

6.25

5.60

6.05

6.50

6.60

Total Items' Means:

Pre -- 5.08
Post -- 6.21

T-Value:

5.95
P < .05
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the responses to the items will be presented here in the order of the
degree of significance that was achieved.
The eleventh item proved to be significant at the .001 level.
Item $11 asked the respondent to indicate whether the conference with
the teacher had resulted in the parent feeling more aware than before
of how parents can help the school.
Item #24 proved to be significant at the .01 level.

It asked the

parent if he or she felt that the teacher understood the particular
child's strengths.

This was the only item that was significant at the

.01 level alone.
Table 7 also shows that the differences between pre- and post¬
training assessments of teachers' perceived abilities to engage in the
communication skill called "Initiating" were significant at the
P < .05 level in two cases:

Item #13, which asked the parent if the

conference was a successful one; Item #25, which asked the parent to
assess the teacher's grasp of the particular child's weaknesses.
Under the category of "Initiating," the items that did not show
a significant difference between the pre- and post-training assessments
were Items #22 and #23.

The question posed by Item #22 asked if the

parent felt that the talk with the teacher would not lead anywhere.
On the other hand, Item #23 asked the parent to indicate if he or she
felt that good things would come about as a result of the conference.
Here the teachers' communication may have been satisfactory, but
parents' perception of future outcomes may be based on other factors,
such as pessimism about public schools, their prior experience with
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other children, and factors outside the conferenc setting.
Table 8 indicates that there was a significant difference
established between pre- and post-training scores when the matched
t-test was applied to the data combined from the six items in this
category.

Summary.

These data indicate significant changes in parent perceptions

of the teachers' initiating skills during conferences as a result of
training.

The most significant change was that parents felt that the

teachers had made them aware that they could help the school.
also felt that the teachers understood their child's strengths.

Parents
There

was also a significant difference in parents' perception of the
teachers' understanding of their child's weaknesses and general agree¬
ment that the parent/teacher conference was successful.
Analysis of Combined Categories: Responding,
Listening, Attending, Initiating
The analysis of the means of all categories yields some basic and
encouraging information.

The application of matched t-test to the

collective pre- and post-training means shows that significant dif¬
ferences exist between the two groups of data.
In Table 9, it is evident that the means of pre- and post-test
data from all of the categories are significantly different
(T = 8.86; P < .05).
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TABLE 8
MEANS OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
"INITIATING"
Pre (n = 20); Post (n = 20)

ITEM

11

13

22

23

24

25

PRE

4.40

5.65

5.60

6.00

5.55

5.75

POST

6.30

6.55

5.50

6.50

6.55

6.45

Total Items 1 Means:

Pre -- 5.49
Post -- 6.30

T-Value:

4.77
P < .05
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TABLE 9
MEANS—ALL CATEGORIES

ITEM

ATTENDING

RESPONDING

INITIATING

LISTENING

PRE

5.08

4.95

5.50

5.21

POST

6.22

5.76

6.31

5.89

Total Categories' Means :

Pre — 5.18
Post -- 6.04

T-Value:

8.86
P < .05

CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
It is evident from the results section of this study that teachers
who are trained in the four basic communication skills that were covered
in this project do show statistically significant levels of improvement
in their use of many of those skills when they conduct parent/teacher
conferences.

While significance was achieved on most communication

skill items, there were certain circumstances, issues, procedures, and
potentialities that arose which deserve particular attention in this
section.

These include the manner in which participating parents and

teachers were chosen, the variables that were considered, the skills
that were presented and tested for, and the potential usefulness of this
type of training for other types of teacher populations.

Each of these

areas of concern will be treated separately in this section.
Problems
In-service training which focuses on communication techniques fails
to cover the important area of the content of the parent/teacher con¬
ference.

Obviously, content cannot be separated from process completely,

and to a limited degree, content was discussed during training.

Many

major issues of content were not included and considered outside of the
training objectives.

Therefore, some areas of concern for parents and

teachers were not covered in the training.
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In choosing a teacher population to work with, the problem arose
that New York City public school teachers had contracts that effectively
excluded them from being considered as potential participants in this
study.

These contract constraints did not apply to the teachers

employed by Headstart to work with pre-school children.

This limited

the options of the researcher in choosing a sample population.
In addition, the sample population was comprised of those teachers
who were selected by their administrators, in response to a letter sent
to the administrators by the researcher.

The selections were not always

made with the consent of the teacher, and the result was that many were
reluctant participants.
The fact that certain participants were reluctant to participate
in the first place was compounded by the fact that the weather was very
cold and, in some cases, it was necessary for the participants to travel
several miles in order to get to the sessions.

Thus travel and the

inclement weather made certain participants somewhat resentful of having
been involuntarily recruited to take part in the communication skills
training.
Despite these problems, attendance at the training sessions con¬
sistently remained at between 90 percent and 95 percent of the teacher
population chosen.

This positive rate of attendance ought to be taken

into account in the event that an effort be made to duplicate this
study, since attendance was high despite the reluctance of the par¬
ticipants to take part and to travel under uncomfortable circum¬
stances .
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The only other variable that could be considered as a complication
that the researcher had to overcome was the fact that the teachers who
participated in this project had to be constantly re-focused during
the course of the training sessions.

This re-focusing was necessary

because the teachers were inclined to let their comments and attention
drift to issues that were either tangential or irrelevant to the com¬
munication skills training being conducted.

These issues included con¬

tract and union concerns, and other concerns that might have arisen in
the course of the workday.
This type of distraction might have been related to the involun¬
tary recruitment of some volunteers who may have felt that their own
contracts made them more vulnerable to being pressed into participating
than the contracts of their fellow teachers who work for the New York
City Public Schools.
tion.

This is not a conclusion, but, rather, a specula¬

If the study were to be duplicated using a sample population of

teachers who were bona fide volunteers, it would be interesting to
observe whether they would be easier to keep focused on the training
materials presented.

It might then be possible to ascertain whether

the teachers' difficulty in remaining attentive was attributable to the
fact that they were reluctant to take part in the study, or whether
their inattentiveness was caused by other factors, such as the need for
a forum to air their professional concerns, etcetera.
It is suitable, at this juncture, to note that there are certain
aspects of the instrument that deserve further analysis.

It is possi¬

ble that the skills in which the teachers showed the most significant
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improvement were the skills that the parent evaluators could identify
most easily.

For example, the difference between pre- and post-training

eye-contact skills showed a degree of significance at the .001 level
(see Questionnaire Item #2).

However, no significance was indi¬

cated in Item #7, where the parent was asked if the teacher ignored
the parent's feelings, and shifted from them to the teacher's
own concerns.

The mention of feelings might not have been sufficiently

specific for the parent to respond confidently enough to give a true
indication of whether the teacher was paying attention to the parent's
needs or not.
Even if the above is true, the levels of significance reported
indicate that training teachers to communicate more effectively has a
positive effect on the way parents' perceive the teachers' abilities to
conduct a parent/teacher conference.
The instrument used relied heavily on individual perceptions.
Therefore, personal factors and perceptions must be taken into account
in responding to the instrument.

Larger samples would help mitigate

against such effects.
Also, the instrument was developed by the author for this study.
Reliability and validity data were not computed.

Therefore, it is

possible that though the results were significant, they do not mean what
was described here.

For example, some items may be measuring more than

one skill or may measure a skill other than the one under which it was
placed.
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Overall, the results of the study are encouraging.

Training

does enhance teachers' communication skills in parent meetings.

Future

research could build upon the present study by refining the data gather¬
ing tool and the training design, and by increasing the parent sample
size.

Usefulness of the Study
This experiment in developing effective communication skills in
teachers so that they might conduct better conferences with parents is
useful in a number of ways.

First, the content of the training sessions

is applicable in a broad sense to a range of situations that goes well
beyond the specific case of a parent/teacher conference.
Teachers who participate in communication skills training to help
them conduct more effective conferences with parents can certainly
integrate these communication abilities into other areas of their pro¬
fessional and personal lives.

Since teaching is a constant and sus¬

tained effort to communicate with students, then it is possible that
the teachers who learn how to communicate more effectively with parents
might be able to improve their ability to communicate with their stu¬
dents as wel1.
The positive results indicate that duplication of the study could
perhaps involve a different subject population.

In this case, the

emphasis was on in-service training of pre-school teachers in the New
York City area.

Certainly, other in-service training sessions could be

conducted that might include elementary and secondary school teachers
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in areas where contract issues could not pose a problem for the
researcher, the administrator, or the teacher.
Any duplication of this study need not be conducted exclusively on
an in-service basis.

There is also room for the study to be duplicated

in a pre-service setting, with the sample population drawn from students
who are studying to become teachers.
It is possible that the results may differ if the sample population
were comprised of pre-service teachers, or teachers of elementary or
secondary grades.

Whether the results would be confirmed or contra¬

dicted, it would be interesting to see how much communication skills
training might effect the pre-service or practicing teachers' behavior
with parents and students.
Recommendations for Further Research
While the usefulness of this study lies primarily in the positive
groundwork it has laid for duplication of the work conducted, there are
several areas of the training that might benefit from further refine¬
ment or development.
The possibility exists that teachers who have the benefit of this
type of training might be able to apply these communication skills to
situations that arise in their personal lives.

This aspect of personal

development might be included in presenting the training to teachers
who participate in training of this kind in the future.
Training method.

The method used to impart and evaluate the skills

presented was a combination of traditional lecture instruction and the
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opportunity to apply that instruction in a practical setting.
tion or role play was not used.

Simula¬

Videotape was not used in any aspect

of the training or evaluation, either.

The decision not to use simula¬

tion or videotape was based on evidence indicating that experiential
learning makes a more profound impression on the subjects than the
simulation or videotape modes of presentation that are designed to
imprint skills.
Efforts made to duplicate this study might be geared toward
establishing a series of test groups, and control groups, where the
vehicle of presentation might be tested for effectiveness.

One group

could be taught through the experiential approach, one group via video¬
tape, and so on, with the essential content of the communication skills
training remaining constant.

This type of approach to testing might

show which method of imparting these skills is most effective.
Skills included.

Another aspect of this study deserving further con¬

sideration is the content of the skills training itself.
communication skills that were identified were:

The four

listening; attending;

responding; initiating.
Certainly, there is abundant evidence showing that the four skills
that constituted the substance of this in-service training course did
apply to the needs any teacher would experience in conducting an effec¬
tive conference with a parent.

This does not preclude the possibility

that other items might be found to be equally relevant, and that such
items might be added in the course of the duplication or modification
of this study.
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Choosing teachers.

The method of choosing the teachers who participated

in this study was described earlier.

Briefly, the researcher sent

school administrators a letter requesting that teachers be permitted to
participate in research designed to explore the possibility that com¬
munication skills training might have a positive impact on the way
teachers conduct parent/teacher conferences.

Consequently, teachers

were chosen by the administrators, and certain teachers were reluctant
to participate.

In addition, there were other characteristics of the

teacher population used in this study that require review at this point.
The instrument used to elicit teacher participation (see Appendix
B) might be modified or expanded in the event that this study might be
duplicated.

Teachers might be more willing to participate if a

researcher were to use a direct appeal, perhaps in the form of request¬
ing participation via the teacher union meetings or faculty meetings
after receiving endorsement from a union representative or another
leader of teachers who might have more credibility with teachers than
the building administrator or the immediate supervisor.

This form of

indirect appeal might be used in conjunction with a letter to the
administrators responsible for supervising the teacher population being
approached for volunteers.

Thus, it is evident that the method of

choosing the teachers might be altered to make it more democratic, and
perhaps more controlled.
The method of choosing parents to participate in the conferences
and evaluate the teachers was designed to minimize the potential for
the data to be prejudiced.

In the case of the parents who participated
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before the training, the teachers were asked to interview the parent
of the third child on their roster.

In the case of the parents who par¬

ticipated after the training, the teachers were asked to choose the
parent of the seventh child on their roster.

Parent selection.

The decision to use two entirely different sets of

parents to evaluate the teachers was made in order to prevent or reduce
the types of responses that might have been made if the parents talked
to the teachers before and after the training sessions.

If it were

the same set of parents, those parents might have seen improvement
where there had been none simply because they felt obligated to indi¬
cate that a difference was evident between one session and the
other.
It might be worthwhile for a study to be conducted where one group
of teachers is evaluated by the same group of parents, both before and
after training, and another group of teachers is evaluated by two dif¬
ferent sets of randomly chosen parents, as in the case of the study
reported here.

It would be useful to explore whether the parents who

evaluate the teachers both before and after training show different
types of responses than those parents who did not have the benefit of
witnessing the teacher's conference performance in a pre- and post¬
training capacity.

This type of comparison would be useful because it

would measure whether a parent's opinion of the teacher's ability
would be affected by the parent's knowledge of the teacher's con¬
ferencing style both before and after training.
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Settings.

It is also possible that training in communication skills

designed to help teachers conduct better conferences could be conducted
in other types of environments.

While this study was conducted in an

urban setting, other experiments might be implemented in suburban and/or
rural settings.

Implementing such a training program in these locations

might show that teachers who work in suburban or rural areas respond as
significantly to such training as teachers in urban areas.

Conducting

studies in a variety of locations might also show if different settings
require different interviewing skills of teachers.

Implementing the

study in a variety of settings might also show if different locations
require different conferencing skills in the teachers.

That might have

an impact on the preparation of the curriculum, and the instrument used
for evaluation.
Instrumentation.

In the event that this study is duplicated, it is

possible that the instrument used for evaluation might be made more
specific in certain cases.

In addition, the possibility exists that

parents might be exposed to some training as to what to expect from a
teacher during a conference, and then that set of trained parents might
be used to evaluate the sample set of parents.

If the parents were

trained in skill identification, the quality of evaluations might be
more specific, and the results might be even more highly correlated
or significant.
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Summary
This study was conducted to train teachers to communicate more
effectively with parents in the context of the parent/teacher conference.
The teachers who were selected to participate in this research endeavor
were exposed to twenty (20) hours of training geared to teach them how
to engage in four basic communication skills in the course of conduct¬
ing a typical parent/teacher conference.

These four areas were called

initiating; responding; attending; and listening.
These training sessions were intended to help teachers to initiate
important contact with parents and then follow that contact up with
listening well, attending to non-verbal cues that the parent may be
communicating, and subsequently responding in a manner that would serve
the best interests of the child, while still meeting the relevant needs
of the parent and the teacher.
The experimental group that participated in the research study con¬
sisted of a total of twenty (20) pre-school teachers working for
Headstart in the Bronx, New York.

The subjects participated in ten (10)

two-hour training sessions that were conducted in a Headstart Center,
also located in the Bronx.
Teachers were evaluated by parents through the use of pre- and
post-training rating instruments.

Parents who were randomly chosen par¬

ticipated in conferences with the participating teachers and then evalu¬
ated those teachers according to specifically designed criteria (see
Appendix A for Sample Questionnaire).

The criteria focused entirely on

the parents' impression of the teachers' ability to communicate.

This
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ability to communicate was based on the teachers' mastery of four com¬
munication skills:

initiating; listening; attending; and respond¬

ing.
The matched/correlated t-test was applied to the data in order to
identify any differences that might have been present between the pre¬
training and post-training group means.

This t-test was computed with

regard to each item, covering each primary skill area.
The results of this study conclusively show that the diferences
between the means were significant at the .001 level in the case of
three (3) items; significance was achieved at the .01 level in the case
of eight (8) items; and significance at the .05 level was achieved in
twelve (12) cases.

In sum, there is sufficient evidence to indicate

that in-service training of teachers in order to enhance the teachers'
parent-conferencing skills can make statistically significant improve¬
ments in the communication skills as evaluated by parents.
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The teacher confronted you
on differences of opinion.

The teacher summarized
what I had to say.

Teacher and you identified
a future plan of action for
child.

Made me aware that parents
can help the school.

Acguainted me with student
needs at school.

This was a successful con¬
ference .

The teacher made me feel
comfortable.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

1
1

had better feelings for
the teacher before the con¬
ference .

Agree

_

I

Teacher often ignored your
feelings and shifted to her
concerns.

7.

!
Mildly
Agree

No
Opinion

Mi 1 dly
Disagree
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

~r
1i
i

15.

The teacher responded posi¬
tively to your feelings.

L

6.

Strongly
Agree
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I had better feelings for
the teacher after the
conference.

The teacher misunder¬
stood what I was saying.

The teacher dominated the
conference.

I gained a lot of informa¬
tion from this conference.

I felt the teacher did
not see anything right
with my child.

I felt put down.

I think my talk with the
teacher will not lead
anywhere.

I think many good things
will come out of this
conference.

I felt the teacher under¬
stood my child's strengths.

I felt the teacher under¬
stood my child's weaknesses.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Strongly
Agree
Agree

Mi 1dly
Agree
No
Opinion
Mildly
Di sagree
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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Give your opinions of the strengths and weaknesses of this Parent/Teacher Conference:
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LETTERS FORWARDED TO PARENTS AND SCHOOL PERSONNEL
EXPLAINING THE SURVEY
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Dear Parent or Guardian:
Schools cannot do their most effective work without the coopera¬
tion of parents and teachers. There are many ways in which parents and
teachers communicate and cooperate with one another to provide the best
possible educational services for children.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to discover parent/teacher
styles of communication.
Please be frank and honest in your reactions. Respond the way you
personally believe. No one in the school or community will ever know
your responses. Both the interview and the questionnaire will remain
confidential.
Your gift of time and your cooperation are greatly appreciated.
This kind of generous effort will help to provide better education for
your children.
Sincerely yours,

Roger Witherspoon
Assistant Professor
Lehman College
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25-43 96th Street
East Elmhurst, New York

11369

During the past two years, I have been involved in a study for the
purpose of improving the parent/teacher conference.
This research study seeks to identify ways of improving the parent/
teacher conference and will attempt to examine these questions: "Why is
it important to communicate? What is it that you should communicate?"
and the central focus of the research, "How do teachers communicate
effectively in parent/teacher conferences?"
In order to thoroughly analyze the parent/teacher conference as an
important part of education, it is necessary to define just what its
role is in the educational process.
There is one overriding factor which is necessary for the entire
scenario to be accomplished; that is, preparation. At the present time,
there is little or no preparation for such an important event. There¬
fore, I would like to offer a ten-session training program designed to
give teachers ideas and techniques for establishing effective conference
relations with parents.
This in-service training is not intended to be a cure-all for
improving communications with parents, but will offer opportunities to
use and improve those communication skills that already work for the
teachers, and provide teachers with opportunities to practice some new
ones.
These learning experiences will:
-- help teachers identify what they want to communicate to
parents;
-- help sensitize teachers to parents' view, and help
teachers offer parents alternative ways to assist in the
education of their child;
-- give teachers practice in surveying and planning programs
to build better parent and school staff communication
and cooperation;
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-- how to respond to messages from parents;
-- how to respond when teachers feel misinterpreted;
-- how to recognize non-verbal messages.
The experimental group for this study will consist of twenty (20)
Bronx Headstart teachers. They will participate in ten (10) two-hour
training sessions conducted at the Trajabamos I Headstart Center,
940 East 156th Street in the Bronx. Tentative days are scheduled for
Tuesdays (1:00-3:00 P.M.) and Fridays (1:00-3:00 P.M.).
Now that you have a general idea of what the study is about, I
would like to meet with two teachers from your Headstart Program on
January 18, 1982 at 1:00 P.M., at the Trajabamos I Headstart Center,
940 East 156th Street, Bronx 10456. At that time, the twenty inter¬
ested participants will be given an orientation session.
The names of the twenty teachers chosen and their agencies will not
be identified in the written report; however, the opportunity for per¬
sonal and agency development is excellent.
I am grateful for your cooperation. Please call me at Lehman
College (960-8171 or 960-8172) and leave the name of your agency and
the teachers that will participate with my secretary, Miss Ann Gokel.
Please call by January 13, 1982.
For any additional information, I can also be reached at the same
telephone number indicated above.
Thank you,

Roger Witherspoon
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TRAINING CURRICULUM USED BY THE RESEARCHER
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INTRODUCTION

This in-service training unit is about communications--with special
emphasis on improving communications between parents and teachers.

It

is written for:
-- teachers
-- teacher assistants
-- administrators
-- other adults who work with children and parents
It is not intended to be a cure-all for improving communication
with parents, but will offer opportunities to use and improve those com¬
munication skills that already work for teachers and offer opportunities
to practice new ones.
These learning experiences will:
-- help identify what teachers want to communicate to
parents;
-- help sensitize teachers to parent views, and help
offer parents alternative ways to assist in the
education of their children;
-- give teachers practice in surveying and planning pro¬
grams to build better parent and school staff com¬
munication and cooperation.
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STRUCTURE OF THIS IN-SERVICE LEARNING MANUAL

Organization and Procedure

The ten sessions in this unit have been designed as In-Service
Workshops.

Each will provide teachers with opportunities to build upon

skills they already have and to practice new skills in workshops.

Each

session will have a central theme, and will build upon what teachers
have learned in the preceding sessions.

The themes for each of the ses-

sions will be:
Session 1:

Clarification of Goals

Session 2:

Attentiveness:
Feedback

Session 3

Initiating

Session 4

Parent Roles in the Classroom

Session 5

Listening

Session 6

Responding and Problem Solving

Session 7

Parent Awareness

Session 8

Parent Survey:

Session 9 :

Parent Survey Results and Implementation of
Alternative Educational Roles

Session 10:

Conclusion: Sharing and Evaluation of
Training Experience

Modes, Perceptions and

Implementation and Feedback

The usual format will be to begin each session with a warm-up by
sharing and reviewing individual experiences teachers had with the
previous activity.

After sharing experiences, the theme of the current
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session will be explored.

Teachers will then have an opportunity to

explore and discover how the theme or topic relates to their own inter¬
est or particular situation.

From time to time, each will be asked to

assess the skills they are learning in terms of their objectives, and
to review the objectives themselves to see if they require modification.
Most sessions will conclude with an activity for the next session which
is intended to organize their work and help integrate the material they
have already covered.

These learning activities will give each an

opportunity to practice some important communication skills (listening,
responding, initiating, attending):
1.

How to respond to messages from someone else.

2.

How to respond when you feel misinterpreted.

3.

How to recognize nonverbal messages.

4.

How to set reasonable goals that teachers and parents
can effectively implement.
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SUMMARY OF WHAT YOU CAN LEARN

This unit will provide teachers with opportunities to:

1.

Obtain knowledge of the communication process and
the interpersonal factors affecting its operation.

2.

Clarify and set their own goals to achieve definite
changes in communications with parents.

3.

Learn what factors are likely to contribute to
problems in communications with parents.

4.

Build new skills in listening and in selfexpression .

5.

Develop new communication and listening skills and
expand those you already have.
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SESSION I
CLARIFICATION OF GOALS

Objectives:

To guide teachers in clarifying some of the difficulties
that they exoerience in communicating with parents, and
to have each teacher set his/her own goals for achieving
effective communication with parents.

In this session, each will explore:
-- Different modes of communication with parents.
-- How to gather information to determine the effective¬
ness of individual communications.
-- The power that teachers have during a parent/teacher
conference.

Activities:
1.

Recalling a personal learning experience

2.

Becoming clear about personal goals and expectations

3.

How teachers communicate with parents

4.

Communication problems

.

5

Communication survey
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SESSION II
ATTENTIVENESS:

MODES, PERCEPTION AND FEEDBACK

Objectives:
To increase teacher awareness of what influences com¬
munication, and provide learning experiences in which
each can describe and analyze these influences for a
better understanding.

In this session, teachers will:
-- Help find different ways to let parents know
what teachers are communicating.
-- Provide the opportunity to experience some of the
things that affect teacher communications.

Activities:
1.

Warm-up

2.

Parent experience chart

3.

Communication modes

4.

Exercises in communication and feedback

5.

Follow-up:

teacher reactions
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SESSION III
INITIATING

Objective:

To increase teacher awareness of the multiple ways in
which parents communicate, especially through subtle non¬
verbal cues.

As a result of completing this session, teachers will
be able to:
-- Distinguish summarizing and initiating.
-- Describe specific instances in which you have
experienced different nonverbal and verbal messages
"given off" simultaneously.
-- Describe what happens when you attempt to transmit
verbal messages which are in conflict with your
"personal" feelings and perceptions of your situation.

Activities:
1.

Exercise in nonverbal communication

2.

Conflicting message

3.

Discussion and follow-through

4.

Practice in observing and interpreting nonverbal
communication
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SESSION IV
PARENT ROLES IN THE CLASSROOM

Objectives:

To help teachers further clarify their goals and the way
they propose to work with parents to obtain their help in
designing the kind of program that will benefit both
parents and students in their classroom.

It will also

help teachers get in touch with their attitudes about work¬
ing with parents.

Activities:
1.

Criteria for positive attitudes toward working with
parents

2.

Self-assessment instrument of attitudes

3.

Developing teacher behavior chart

4.

Parent roles in the classroom
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SESSION V
RESPONDING

Objectives:

1.

To help teachers distinguish irrelevant from
relevant paraphrasing.

2.

To define "listening."

3.

To use the paraphrase to improve communication
when content and emotion is in a message.

4.

To identify appropriate conditions for para¬
phrasing.

5.

To define itemized responses.

6.

To use itemized responses in problem solving.

Activities:
11.

Discussion of styles and techniques teachers are
to communicate with parents

2.

Conversing--irrelevant responses

3.

Inhibiting conversation

4.

Paraphrasing

5.

Follow-up

.

6

Assessing your progress
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SESSION VI
RESPONDING AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Objectives:
All relationships encounter difficulties in communication.

An

effort to bridge cultural, class and institutional differences by bring¬
ing about greater parent involvement will bring forth many problems both
for teachers and parents.

And since our school systems have over¬

stressed analysis and problem recognition, group problem solving is a
difficult, even painful, experience in our culture.

Perhaps the near

universal sigh of frustration at the announcement of another staff or
committee meeting is spontaneous evidence of this.
Preparation which stresses responding can increase understanding
among participants in committee meetings and clear communication of
different perspectives can lead to better solutions to individual and
organizational problems.
The previous activities provided practice in listening, attentive¬
ness, initiating, and responding.

These skills are a vital part of

problem solving and the following discussion will utilize them as the
foundation for building new problem stating and solution finding
skills.
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Activities:
1.

The problem solving process

2.

Sample parent/teacher problem solving

3.

Risk taking and problem solving

4.

Discussion of problem solving and communication
skills (attending, listening, responding and
initiating)

5.

Follow-up
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SESSION VII
PARENT AWARENESS

Objectives:
Finding Out What Parents Want
We have covered many areas of communication--verbal,
nonverbal, personal to distant, and so forth.

Now, con¬

sider the specific goal of finding out what parents think
and feel about their role in education, parent/teacher
conferences, and in your classroom in particular--what do
they think they do, can do, and would like to do.

Activities:
1.

Group discussion of parents' interest in education

2.

Preparation for parent survey

3.

Developing a survey

4.

Parent activity survey
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SESSION VIII
PARENT SURVEY:

IMPLEMENTATION AND FEEDBACK

Objective:

To obtain information from parents about the ways in
which they would like to become involved in the class¬
room.
In the last session, teachers became acquainted with dif¬
ferent methods of conducting surveys to obtain informa¬
tion from parents.

In this session, several teachers will

actually conduct a survey, and then share and discuss the
results with the rest of the group.

Activities:
1.

Group planning of the surveys to be conducted

2.

Different survey forms
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SESSION IX
PARENT SURVEY RESULTS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATIONAL ROLES

Objectives:

To review the results of the teacher survey, to analyze
the informatin gained, and to make modifications of the
survey method and questions.

Session IX will also provide teachers with opportunities
to:
-- Discuss the findings and decide how they will pro¬
vide feedback to parents.
-- Decide how they can use the information obtained
to develop procedures for implementing alternative
roles for parents.

Activities:
1.

Discussion of survey results

2.

Follow-up survey

3.

Evaluation of parent/teacher conference

SESSION X
CONCLUSION: SHARING AND EVALUATION OF
TRAINING EXPERIENCE

Objective:
In the follow-up activities for Session IX, you began the
active involvement of parents in the modification of their
previous roles in the education of their own children.
final session will provide you with the opportunity to:
1.

Share with each other the results of your efforts.

2.

Obtain whatever feedback and problem-solving help
you may need.

3.

Support each other and acknowledge your own accom¬
plishments as well as those of your peers.

4.

Take credit for your accomplishments by sharing
with your peers the progress you are making in
your Alternative Activities.

Activities:
1.

Review of Session IX activities in parent/teacher
conferencing

2.

Discussion of plan to improve parent/teacher con¬
ference

3.

Summarizing individual experiences

Thi
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